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ABOUT US 
18 CLINICS, WHERE STUDENTS CAN 
BEGIN APPEAR1NO IN COURT AND 
ftEfl'RESENTING CLIENTS AS EARLY 
AS THEIR SECOND SEMESTER 
Child Advocacy Law Clinic 
Child Welfare Appellate Clinic 
Civil-Criminal Litigation Clinic 
(includes landlord-tenant, consumer fraud, 
civil rights. discrimination, immigration) 
Civil Mediation Clinic 
Community and Economic Development Clinic 
Criminal Appellate Practice Clinic 
Entrepreneurship Clinic 
Environmental Law Clinic 
Federal Appellate Litigation Clinic 
Human Trafficking Clinic 
International Transactions Clinic 
Juvenile Justice Clinic 
Low Income Taxpayer Clinic 
Michigan Innocence Clinic 
Pediatric Advocacy Clinic 
Transactional Lab and Clinic 
Unemployment Insurance Clinic 
(for second-semester 7 Ls) 
Veterans Legal Clinic 
Part of Michigan Law's heritage as one 
of the nation's great public institutions is 
a long tradition of serving the public in a 
variety of ways. To celebrate 150 years 
of producing lawyers committed to public 
service, we launched a voluntary 50-hour 
Pro Bono Pledge in 2009. Since then, our 
students have completed more than 55,000 
hours of pro bono work; in the last academic 
year alone, 180 students participated, and 
68 students completed their pledge. 
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES REPRESENTED 
MINORITY i 50% 
BREAKDOWN OF JOBS BY SECTOR 
12014 GRADS) 
Judicial Clerkship 18.7% 
Public Interest 12% 
Academic 0.8% 
EMPLOYMENT 10 MONTHS 9 6 o/c 
AFTER GRADUATION 0 
(2014 GRADS) 
OUR BUDGET 
Did you know? To generate the same dollars that Law School Fund donors 
collectively gave in fiscal year 2015 would require more than $70 million in 
additional endowment money. 
FY15 Operating Expenses 
FY15 Total Gifts 




The Law School Fund is the oldest annual fund at the University of Michigan, and gifts to the Fund 
impact all aspects of the Law School's mission. The Law School Fund supports Michigan Law's traditional 
strengths while also providing seed funds that allow the Law School to capitalize on new opportunities. 
~ 
SOURCES OF INCOME 
. . 
University General Fund Support 
1% 
Tuition & Fees 
62% 
Sponsored Research 
& Other Earnings 
7% 
Gifts & Endowment 
Income 
30% 
USES OF INCOME 
8% 
Academic Programs (clinical, 














The following donors have reached lifetime giving of $500,000 
or more to Michigan Law. 
Anonymous 
Sharyl and Alan Ackerman 
Robin and Barry Adelman 
Ann and Robert Aikens 
Benedum Foundation 
James S. Berger 
Bergstrom Foundation 
Judy and Kenneth Betz 
Annette and Leo Beus 
Joan and Bruce Bickner 
Thomas Blaske and Mary Steffek Blaske 
Claire and William Bogaard 
Bobbe and Jonathan Bridge 
Barbara and Lawrence Brown 
Dee and Dickson Brown 
Faith and Stephen Brown 
Himan Brown Charitable Trust 
Samuel Bufford and Julia Metzger 
Elizabeth and Richard Burns 
Lois and Avem Cohn 
Compaq 
Geraldine Cowlin 
Nancy and Dewey Crawford 
Eileen and Robert Currie 
Isobel Degnan* 
DeRoy Testamentary Foundation 
Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
Kathy and Don Duquette 
Elkes Foundation 
Sabrina and Bruce Featherstone 
Ellen and Stuart Feldstein 
Janet and Robert Fiske 
Ford Foundation 
Thomas Ford Fund 
John Frank and Diann Kim 
Frederick Furth 
Constance Godtreyi 
Mary Ann and Robert Gorlin 
Sheila and Steven Hamp 
Hewlett-Packard 
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James and Lynelle Holden Fund 
Honigman Foundation 
Japan Foundation 
Lisa and Christopher Jeffries 
Janet and William Jentes 
Jan and Lance Johnson 
Barbara Kacir 
Shirley Katcher 
W.K. Kellogg Foundation 
Kirkland & Ellis 
Wallis and Robert Klein 
Wolfgang Knapp 
Robert Kohorst and Shelley Allen 
Kresge Foundation 
Thomas Lacchia 
Marcia and L. Bates Lea 
Nadine and Michael Levitt 
Barrie and Jim Leeks 
Barbara and Robert Luciano 
Martha and Frederick Mahan 
Cindy and Kenneth McClain 
Charles t Munger 
Gregory Mutz 
Edward M. Nagel Foundation 




John Nickol! and Family 
Anne and Charles Niemeth 
Nippon Life Insurance Company 
Gail Odgers 
Carolyn and Eric Oesterle 
Olsman, MacKenzie & Wallace 
Jane and Ron Olson 
Carolyn and David Patterson 
Jane and Henry Pearsall 
Carroll and Milton Petrie Foundation 
Patricia and Richard Pogue 
Patricia Quigg 
Yvonne Quinn 
Suzanne Fitzsimons Reynolds 
Richard Riordan 
Robert Rosenfeld 
Sallyanne and Harold Rosenn 




Justine and George Skestos 
Danielle and George Skestos Jr. 
Mary Snapp 
Irving Stenn Jr. 
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation 
Margaret and Jack Sweet 
Shelley and Joel Tauber 
Judith Teichman 
Nancy and Arn Tellem 
Harry A. and Margaret D. Towsley 
Foundation 
Marilyn and Stefan Tucker 
Thomas Van Dyke 
Weil Gotshal 
Ronald and Janet Werhnyak 
WilmerHale 
Wayne Witkowski 
S. K. Yee Foundation 
Barbara and Stanley Zax 





CAVAEDIUM SOCIETY DONORS 
The Law School Fund is an important source of discretionary funding for the 
Law School, and provides resources for student support, faculty recruitment and 
retention, and programmatic support. Because the Law School Fund impacts 
every element of life at Michigan Law, our leadership-level donors are members 
of the Cavaedium Society, which is Latin for "the inner part of a quadrangle." 
We are grateful to the following donors who gave $2,500 or more to the Law 
School Fund during the 2015 fiscal year, and are thereby recognized as Cavaedium 
Society donors. 
3M Heidi Bond Spencer Denison & Kara Homer L Andrew & Mary Jo Gifford 
Richard & Connie Adams Paul & Page Bondor Ethan & Hadley Dettmer Gregg & Deborah Gilman 
Aaron & Cara Ahola Nader & Sarah Boulos Stephen & Peggy Diamond Daniel Gluck1 
Kimberly & Oscar Alcantara Hildy Bowbeer Steven & Lisa Diamond Roger & Sandra Goldman 
Paul Alexander & Janet Cooper James & Kathryn Brandt Robert & Anne Diehl Edward & Rhoda Goldstein 
Alexander David & Emily Breach Martin & Rebecca Diloreto Robert & Martha Gooding 
Nicole Allen & Andrew Levin Frederick & Helen Brenner T.C. Donnelly & Carolyn Bitetti Robert Goodrich 
Roger K. Allen Daniel & Honey Bronson William & Leslie Doster Robert & Mary Ann Gorlin 
James & Sheila Amend Arthur Brooks Dow Chemical Company Drew & Tara Grabel 
Bijan Amini & Marcie Goldstein Michael & Wendy Brosse Jennifer B. DuChene Jeffry & Susan Grabel 
David & Carol Armitage John Bruff Todd M. DuChene Richard & Pamela Gray 
Robert & Deborah Armitage Barbara Bruno & Steven L Harris Mitchell Dunitz James & Jane Griswold 
Jack Armstrong Lawrence & Valerie Bullen Michael Edsall & Lorri Ahl Edward & Ronnie Grossmann 
Scott & Christine Arnold Richard & Elizabeth Bums John & Ronna Edwards Carolyn Grunst & Mitchell Holzrichter 
Gregory Arovas & Susan Kohn John Butler & John Vanderlinden Thomas & Claudia Eff Marilyn Gushee1 
Joseph Ashby David Callahan & Terri Abruzzo Jerome & Kathleen Elliott Anne Gust Brown & Edmund Brown 
Gerald & Barbara Bader Robert Canfield Geoffrey & Susan Entress Bryan Hales & Holly Dalman Hales 
Nora Bailey & James Lurie Ronald & Patricia Carmichael Richard Epling & Suzanne Braley Paul Hamburger & Nancy Frumkin 
Gary & Susan Baker David & Ann Case Erie Insurance Kenneth & Judith Handmaker 
Robert Baker Central Children's Charities Katherine Erwin & Dirk VanKoughnett Roger & Meredith Harris 
Baker & Hostetler laura Chamberlain & Mark J Stein Robert & Katherine Eustice Robin Harrison & Katherine Watkins 
Lydia Barry Kelley & Stephen Kelley Steven & Sandy Chameides ExxonMobil Foundation Richard Helzberg 
Beverly Bartow & James Stengel Richard & Cherylyn Cieri Fred & Kay Fathe Timothy & Frances Hester 
Asli Basgoz Andrew & Holly Clubok Michael & Jan Fayhee Irvine & Mary Hockaday 
James & Phyllis Beatty Mark S. Cohen Stuart & Ellen Feldstein Scott & Maria Hodes 
Dennis & Janet Bedell Maryjo R. Cohen laura Ferrell & Grant Riedesel Nathan Hole 
Steven & Mary Beilke Comcast John Finger James & Eileen Holzhauer 
John Beisner Mattie Peterson Compton Scott Fink & Kathy Klein Barry Hovis 
Jean-Francois Bellis Thomas & Lisa Connop Mary Fisher & Michael McGee John Hoyns 
Theodore Bendall & Janet Houghton Edward & Nancy Cooper Harold & Emily Ford Chang-Tien Huang 
Bendall Nona Cox Scott & Maria Fowkes Gretchen & John Hudson 
Matthew Berke & Staci Pollack Scott & Janice Craig Ron Franklin Harold Hunter 
James Berger Dewey & Nancy Crawford Jeff & Gisela Friedman Larry & Rita Hunter 
Stanley & Lillian Bergman Robert M. Crites James Funaki Fritz & Barbara Hunting 
Sandip Bhattacharji Ronald & Jessie Dalman Charles & Constance Gagnebin Wayne & Amelia Inman 
Bruce & Joan Bickner Robert & Virginia Darden Gregory & Christa Gallopoulos Barbara Jane Irwin 
Richard Billings James Davidson & Julia Loewy Kerry Galvin Frieda Jacobs & Frederic Klein 
Benjamin Blaustein Karin Day & Nicholas Kingsley Yi Gao Seth & Trudy Jacobson 
Arthur & Janice Block David & Elizabeth DeBruin Arthur Gaudi Emily Janz 
Howard & Carol Boigon Paul Denis & Cheryl Edwards Tamilla Ghodsi Anita & James Jenkins 
10 toecEASED 
William & Janet Jentes Stephen Merkel & Robin Shanus Scott & Francine Reimer Roger & Jerry Tilles 
Pran & Debbie Jha Shirley & Jeffrey Michaelson Robert & MaryAlice Rippe Stephen Tomlinson 
K.T. Johnson W. Todd & Rebecca Miller Burt & Adrienne Rosen William Toomajian & Christina 
Meredith Jones Jack & Sally Molenkamp David & Christine Rosso Whitney 
James & Katherine Jordan George & Hasmik Mooradian Paul & Cynthia Roye Bruce & Pamela Tuchman 
Ann and Yale Kamisar David Moran & Kristine Olsson Richard J. Ruland & Beth Simon Henry Udow & Regina Pitchon 
Gen Kajitani Mark Moran & Beverly Pringle George Ruttinger & Camille Larson Daniel & Barbara Van Dyke 
Mary Kane James Mordy William & Dorian Sailer Janet VanAlsten & Robert Dion 
Randall Kaplan & Kathy Manning Michael Morris & Richard Blinkal Larry Salustro Mark & Janet Vander Laan 
Raymond & Cynthia Kepner Richard Morrissey Daniel Sandberg John & Carol VanLuvanee 
Robert Kheel & Leslie Maua J. Lee & Susan Murphy Richard & Linda Saslow Christian Verbeeck & Brigitte Gobin 
Arnold & Joan Kiburz Terence Roche Murphy & Patricia B. Lance Sauerteig A. Paul & Ellen Victor 
Stephen & Ethel Kikoler Sherman-Murphy Neal Sawatzke Gregg Vignos 
William & llze King Gregory & laura Mutz Rick Scarola & Nancy Hament George Vinyard & Judith Shepelak 
James & Judith Kleinberg John & Carole Nannes David & Lori Schlanger Jackman & Jane Vodrey 
Andrew & Dietrich Klevorn Scott & Muriel Nichols Colin Schreck Deirdre & Kurt von Moltke 
Charles Knauss & Ann Mclarty Charles & Anne Niemeth Leonard Schwartz Gregory & Megan Walker 
Robert & Jamie Knauss Paul & Kate Nightingale Jon & Diana Sebaly Valdemar & Ada Washington 
David & Ann Koch John & Patricia Nickol! Jeffrey & Michelle Seifman Robin Weaver 
S. Timothy Kochis & Penelope Wong Matthew & Nina Nolan Oliver & Meredith Seikel William & Jeannette Webb 
Herbert & Nancy Kohn Roger Noorthoek Rex & Barbara Sessions Barbara & William Welke 
Amy & Scott Kosnoff Richard & Glori Norwin Robin Shaffert & Dean Brenner Janet Weller 
Karen & Liam Krehbiel Gerald & Monica Nowak Edward & Joanne Shank Richard & Sara Werder 
Steven Kroll Eric & Carolyn Oesterle James & Margie Shaughnessy Samuel & Mary Wetterlin 
Robert & Jeri Krueger Kathleen & Robert Olin J. Michael & Deborah Shepherd James & Nancy White 
Catherine & Kevin LaCroix Michael & Marlene Olin Langley & Karen Shook Christina Whitman 
Warren laddon & Paula Cramer Ronald & Jane Olson Robert & Sherry Shuman Alfred Wiederkehr 
James Lamb William O'Neill & Mary Richardson Rick & Jeanne Silverman John & Carol Williams 
Eric & Laura Lamison Aaron & Andrea Ostrovsky Stephen & Janet Silverman John & Helga Wise 
Anne Larin Rick Pacynski Daniel Singer Georgetta Wolff 
Tiiiman lay Thomas & Susan Palmer John Sloss Michael & Julianne Woronoff 
Daniel & Kerry Laytin Brittany Parling & William Cook George Smrtka John & Christine Worthington 
Roger & Brenda Legg Donald Parshall Mary Snapp & Spencer Frazer William Yorks• 
George Lennon Garo Partoyan & Beverly Meadows Joan Snyder & Philip VanDerWeele Richard & Barbara Young 
David Lentz & Marguerite Lentz John & Pamela Payne Larry Snyder Stanley & Barbara Zax 
Alan & Barbara Lepene William & Terry Pelster John & Wanda Sobieski Joseph & Lynda Zengerle 
May Liang & James Lintott Sanford & Jody Perl John & Agneta Solomon Gifford & Paula Zimmerman 
John & Dominika Lansberg Louis & Barbara Perlmutter Justin Solomon James D. Zirin 
Simon & Ludmila Lorne John Person & Kathleen Tighe Philip & Victoria Sotiroff David & Elizabeth Zott 
John & Patricia Lummis John & Janet Petrovski Lawrence Louis Spitters 
Joy Macdonald James Phillipp Norman & Glenna Spindelman 
Gary & Diana Macek Bruce & Dana Posey Brian Steinhardt & Susan Ruderman 
Alexander & Jane MacKinnon Ethan & Stephanie Posner Gillian & Bruce Steinhauer 
Russell Makowsky & Melanie Katzman Richard & Ruth Postma Russell & Mary Stewart 
Deborah Marlowe Alice Potter• Robert Stockman 
Edward & Barbara Marod lee Powar David & Carol Stone 
Charles & Cynthia Marquis Andrew Price Barbara Strack 
Michael Marrero • Victor & Anna Ptasmik Stanley & Sylvia Stroup 
Nathaniel & Catherine Marrs John & Siri Ouitmeyer Maureen Sweeney & Steve Zutovsky 
Susan Marsch William & Cynthia Rainey Allan & Bonnie Sweet 
Dennis Martin Gil Raviv & Emily Rukin Aidan Synnott & Elizabeth Grayer 
Quinn & Jane Martin Martin & Dorothy Recchuite Kent Syverud & Ruth Chen 
J. Thomas & Nancy McCarthy Stanley Reed & Joyce Branda Charles & Joyce Thomas 
Guy McMichael Neal & Jennifer Reenan David & Terri Thomas 
James & Amy Melvin Elaine & David Rice Larry & Brenda Thompson 




HONOR ROLL OF DONORS 
The following alumni, listed by class year, made gifts to Michigan Law 
between July 1, 2014, and June 30, 2015. 
······-······· -·········-··············· ······························································································ 
KEY: 
1 Donor is deceased . 
........... ... .. ............................. ............................................................................................ 
CLASSES OF 1928 TO 1948 Additional Gifts Irwin lapping 
····· 1953····· TOTAL GIVING: $165,897 William H. Braun Douglas L Mann 
Andrew C. Cecere Richard S. Marx TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $186,175 
····· 1928····· Albert R. Dilley Henry C. Ryder 
Herman Gordon Robert B. Seeley $100,000+ 
Clarence W. Blenman' Walter 0. Koch Melvyn J. Stauffer Richard W. Pogue 
John H. Plan Rollyn L Storey $50,000+ 
····· 1938····· D. Carlton Shull J.C.W. Tattersall William K. Davenport' Asher N. lilchin James E. Townsend' $2,500+ 
Daniel J. Gluck1 Lloyd J. Tyler John B Bruff 
····· 1950····· $1,000+ 
····· 1943····· ····· 1952····· James W. Callison' TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $30,431 John 8. Houck 
William F. Aiglert $10,000+ TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $46,615 John S. Slavens 
Jerome Kaplan $25,000+ Additional Gifts 
..... 1945 ..... $5,000+ Laurence Louis Spitters Robert S. Beach 
James C. Mordy $5,000+ William A. Beckett 
Philip E. Hanna $1,000+ Edward Goldstein Martin L. Boyle 
Gerald Bright $2,500+ William R. Brown 
····· 1946····· Charles Hansen Richard W. Billings 
Roger E. Davis 
Robert W. Sharp Norman M. Spindelman Richard M. Donaldson Albert L. Nildman 
Edward S. Noblei Additional Gifts Robert P. lieman Richard F. Fox 
Raymond J. DeRaymond $1,000+ James L Gault 
····· 1948····· James B. Falahee William A. Clark Eliot S. Gerber Herbert E. Hoxie Kiehner Johnson Clarence L Hudson 
Charles l Alfano John M. Jones' Joseph G. Wee Bernard Hulkower 
John L. King Maivin K. Jacobs Albert M. Colman Additional Gifts 
Aaron H. Fleck Edward J Neithercut Harold W. Aibel William A. Joselyn 
Philip S. Kappes Harvey L Weisberg Thomas D. Allen Herben L Meschke 
Lawrence B. lindemer Philip Wittenberg Joseph C. Balictii John F. Spindler 
Thomas E. Murphy Frances E. Bilmes Kenneth G. Stevens 
Thomas E. Norpell' 
..... 1951 John J. Douglass Richard M. Treckelo lester E. Page ..... Loeb H. Granofft Robert T. Wall 
Claude M. Pearson TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $7,088 James A. Kendall Charles W. Wexler 
William B. Rist Martin R. lewis John L Wolfe 
Paul Sislin $2,500+ John M. Longway 
Larry H. Snyder William J. Marcoux 
····· 1949····· 
$1,000+ Joseph R. McDonald ····· 1954····· 
Walter L Dean Robert D. Mcfee 
Additional Gifts Richard P. McManus TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $18,427 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $31,035 Prentiss M. Brown John R. Milligan $2,500+ 
$25,000+ David E. Dutcher Burton Perlman Lawrence L Bullen 
L Bates Lea Edward Elukin Clark A. Shanahan Richard W. Young 
$2,500+ George M. Hartung Ralph Sosin $1.000+ 
Ralph J. Isackson Richard W. Henes Donald J. Veldman Karl E. Braunschneider 
$1,000+ William C. Hiscock Robert F. Williams Paul B. Campbell 
John A. Galbraith George H. Hopkins John W. Woodard Myron M Sheinfeld 








Robert T. Winston 
Additional Gifts 
Nola Allen 
R. Wilham Barker 
Robert H. Bloom 
Stephen A. Bromberg 
Sheridan J. Buckley 
Chris T. Christ 
Charles H. Cleminshaw 
Elwood Cluck 
Julius Denenberg 
Jerry A. Donley 
Edwin M. Dotten 
David R. Frazer 
Roger K. Garfink 
Hugh G. Harness 
Ralph E. Hayes 
James L Howlett 
William G. Hyland 
Edward J. Kahn 
Joseph R. Matsen 
Maclyn T. Parker 
Raymond J. Payne 
Robert M. Radner 
Justin T. Rogers 
Harold A. Ruemenapp 
John F. Shantz 
Samuel I. Shuman 
Henry R. Smitter 
Bradford Stone 
John P. Van Eenenaam 
John K Vonlackum 
Stanley R. Weinberger 
Allen Zemmol 
····· 1955····· 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $738,605 
$500,000+ 
A. James Hamparesi 
$100,000+ 
Robert B. Fiske 
$10.000+ 
John R. Worthington 
$5,000+ 
James W. Beatty 
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$2.500+ Donald W Shaffer 
····· 1958····· $5,000+ Hertlert W Solomon Richard M. Adams Lawrence w Sperling Stanley N Beigman Ronald J. St. Onge 
Robert E. Baker Di!V1d W Swanson TOTAL CLASS GMNG: $20,078 LOUIS Perlmutter George C. Stewart Roger P Noorthoek Edwin S Taylor $2.500+ Robert P. Volpe 
$1,000+ Charles G Williamson $2.500+ James T Funaki Robert M. Vorsanger 
Sanford B. Hertz Frederic L Wyckoff Ronald L Dalman Scan Hodes 
Additional Gifts Murray Valles $1.000+ J Lee Murphy 
····· 1960 .... 
Khalid A Al-Shawi Norman A. Zllber Jack N Fingersh Leonard B Schwartz 
<O Michael J Baughman Robert J Hoerner $1,000+ (.1l Thomas W. Hoya TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $69,038 (.1l John W. Bauknecht 
-···· 1957····· JohnM.Barr ' _. Phillip R. Jacobus $10,000+ 
<O Norman I. Brock Edward Bransilver 
O> Lawrence I. Brown Gerald W. Padwe Thomas A Dieterich James S. Berger 0 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $65,125 Theodore M. Utchen John F. Nickol! John G. Fletcher $25,000+ Rainer R. Weigel John H. Jackson Joel N. Simon Harvey A. Howard Frank D. Jacobs 
Bernard A. Kannen Frederick Mahan Additional Gifts Jerome B. Libin $2.500+ 
Robert H. Levan $10,000+ Morton L Berfield George R. Richards George H. Lennon 
Mark A Lidschin Dwight H. Vincent Paul W. Brown John E. Sch1ppel $1,000+ 
Leah R. Marks $1,000+ Robert E. Brown Mark Shaevsky Thomas R. Beierle 
Joseph F Maycock Lee N. Abrams William H. Burkhart Wendell Smith Roger W. Findley 
Martin S Packard Kenneth B. Cutler* Marion B Burton Joel D. Tauber Joseph J. Jerkms 
Richard S Ratcliff John H. Fildew John W Conlin George S Tulloch Thomas E. Kauper 
Anthony F. Ringold Mary A. Hartung Charles D. Geriinger Frank K Zinn George P Kersten 
Morton M. Scull Livingstone M Johnsoo John w Gilbert Additional Gifts Robert J. Margolin 
Edward L Vandenberg Additional Gifts Philip G. Gillespie Stanton H. Benin Joseph D. Whiteman 
George T Bennen Benjamin A Goff Roger P Brosnahan Kent E. Whittaker 
"•·· 1956····· Jack L Borst 
Hanley M. GulWln Robert M. Brucken Clay R Williams 
Hugo E. Braun John T. Hanvnond Richard C. llruM Additional Gifts 
Phillip C. Broughton Peter H. Hay G. Sidney Buchanan Robert W Appleford TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $18,814 Richard E. Day James A. Humphreys Edward D. Bureau John C. Baumgartner 
$2.500+ Fraros B. Drinan TheOOore M. Hutcl11son Donald W. Carlin David A. Benner 
Jack G. Armstrong Ralph H. Erickson Robert H. Kapp Guido J Casan Robert L Bombaugh 
Edward L Shank Stephen G. Fuerth BarryL King Albert D. Cash John E Burton 
$1,000+ Francis R Grebe Charles H. Kiven David C. Coey Ward W. Chapman 
Daniel S. Guy David C. Grier Barryl Kroll James B. Feibel Charles N. Dewey 
John A. Kelly Edward C. Hanpeter Stuart R. Lefstein Lynn W Fromberg Seymour N. Dubfinsky Charles C. Lundstrom Charles B. Renfrew Kenneth H. Haynie Francis J. Maclaughlin Malcolm H. Fromberg Robert H. Durham Dale W VanWinkle Thomas J. Hughes Ronald L Mathwich James J. Hall Peter F. Eld 
Additional Gifts Michael E Kelly Hannes Meyers Wallace M. Handler Robert J. Emmons 
Hugh R. Braun' Philip L. Kennedy Peter W. Hirsch Harry A. Gaines 
Herbert R. Brown Richard F. Kohn 
Stephen Moyer Stanley Hirt Clifford H. Hart William K. Muir' 
Robert A Brown Arthur F. Lamey Elmer C. Rudy Wolfgang Hoppe Dudley Hughes 
John C. Cary Robert A. Link Gerald M Smith F Boyd Hovde Mark V. Klosterman 
Wilham E Crockett Kenneth E. Long Robert S. Sugarman James P Kennedy' William M. Lane 
Walter A Denison Edward A. Manuel Thomas G. Thornbury frank J. Kinn Richard H. May 
Glenn S. Dennis David L Nelson Emmet E. Tracy Walter W Kocher Russell A McNair 
Marvin Dubnnsky Howard N. Nemerovski Spyres N Vlachos Lawrence J La Bne Gordoo G. Myse 
Daniel P. Emst Thomas f Ouioo Marvin Waxman Paul M Ladas G. Masashi Nakano 
George T. Fuller Dale W Rhoades Stephen A. Weinstein Edwin C. Landis Robert J. Paley 
Eugene H. Gilmartin Robert S. Rosenfeld Wayne Leengran Leooard W Smith 
Robert L Halbmok Richard A. Scheer 
Wilbert L Ziegler Lawrence E. Levme H. David Soet 
Edward A Hansen' fra~s M. Small Ronald J. Lirx!er Glenn Sperry 
Gerald B. Helman Gerard C. Smetana -···· 1959 ..... Nicholas A. Longo John M. Toomey 
James S. Hllboldt Byron L Sparber Peter S. Lucyshyn William P. Vogel 
Richard A Jones James M. Tobin TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $241.500 Melvyn I. Mark 
John F Kruger Jerome K. Walsh $100,000+ Leroy Michael 
Thomas A Lazaroff Charles A. Wasserman Frederick P Furth Robert f Mitchell 
Judith Liberman A. Duncan Whitaker David A. Nelson 
F. William McKee Walter f Wolf $25,000+ James A. Park 
Roger H. Denmg Paul B. Wolfe John D. Boyles George E Parker 
Nathan K. Parker $10,000+ John F Powell 
Robert D. Rosenman Gerald L Bader J.L Robinson 
William G. Sesler John P. Williams David Y. Smith 
................. .............. ················································-····································· ....................... .................................. ............................. 
...... .. . ..... 
14 1DECEASED 
W. Gerald Thursby Robert L Metzger Lawrence W. Waggoner $10,000+ 
..... 1961""' Daniel E. Tolfree Charles H Miel Scott F. Zimmerman Theodore L Bendall 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $78,225 
Edward H. Ward Casey Neuman Additional Gifts $5,000+ 
John B. Pendleton James M. Beardsley Carl Bernstein 
$10,000+ 
..... 1952 ..... Carl M. Riseman David A. Brock $2,500+ Harold S. Barron Michael J. Schiff Jon L. Brown Alexander E Bennett 
Irvine 0 Hockaday L William Schmidt Dan R. Bruggeman Ronald W Carmichael 
GregorN Neff TOTAL ClASS GIVING: $74,027 Thomas P. Scholler 0MlleCoady Robert M Cotes 
Stanley R. Zax $10,000+ Stuart D. Shana D Sidney Condit Robert E Goodnch c.o O> 
$5,000+ Darnel E. Singer Donald J. Spero James A. Cooodi Michael V. Marston ..... . Reed F. Steele ..... James M Trapp $5,000+ James W Creamer Jon M Sebaly <.O 
William Y Webb Roger B. Hams James L. Stokes Peter H. DeHaas O> $1.000+ b-
Garo A Partoyan Robert W. Swam Bruce N. Duff $2.500+ Bruce C. Con'ftleare 
Arthur R. Gaud1 James J White Roy Y Takeyama Anthony E. Efremoff James L Copeland Thomas W. Taylor Sarah K. Efremoff 
$1.000+ $2,500+ John J. limmer S Stuart Eilers Alan D. Croll 
James N. Adler WilliamK Kmg David C. Tracey Allen D. Evans Ronald K. Dalby Bariy I Fredericks Warren M. Laddon Bowen H. Tucker Howard M. Frankenberget Jon E. Denney 
Louis Frey Roger E. legg Kent J. Vana Harvey R. Friedman Thomas G. Dignan 
Richard M Leslie Oliver E. Seikel David A. Watts Kenneth W. Graham Irwin J. Dinn GE!OfllE! A. Mathewson John A. Wise David N. WeiMlall Warren F. Grieoenbetger JohnJ Dood 
Michael B Mcleam $1,000+ Donald J. Wrtter Newman T Guthrie Wilham B Dunn 
Helvy B Pearsall Cha.r1es E. Blank Raymond A. Yost Robert C. Hackett Albert S Golbert Thomas 0. Pickett Eben G. Crawford William[ Harris Charles D. Homer 
John E. Porter Walter T. Dartland Jackson C. Hedges Allyn D Kantor 
Additional Gifts Morton L. Efron ..... 1953 ..... J. Walker Henry Lewis M. Porter 
Richard 0 Ballentine Michael R. Flyer Marvin J. Hirn E. David Rollert 
Michael E Barber Edward M. Grabill TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $483,616 Howard H. Hush Additional Gilts 
Bruce A Barnhart Norman A Jacobs $250,000+ James D. Jeffries Earl P Adamaszek 
James H. Booker Amalya L Kearse Stefan F Tucker James A. Jensen Dwight M Allgood 
Robert L Brooks C.B. Montgomery $100,000+ David B. Kennedy Robert 0 Andrews 
Donald M. Burkhardt John R Nichols Robert J Currie Jules Lang Benton Bassett 
Frederic K Conover Henry J. Price $10,000+ Arthur F Lubke Robert J Battista James R. Cnpe WilliamB Rees Howard R. lune Jeffrey A Belkin 
Charles A OeGrandpre Robert B Wessling Robert C Canfield James R Borthwick Alilip Sotiroff Ralph E. Mahowald Raymond Drymalski Additional Gifts J Patnclc Martin Marvin J Brenner 
John J Esposito Joseph M Abele 
Thomas W Van Dyke 
Joe B. McOade Charles A. Buss 
William J. Giovan Martin J. Adelman $5,000+ John M. Meade John J. Connaughton 
Stuart S. Gunckel Randolf H. Aires Fritz Hunting Anthony R. Michel Richard J. Delamielleure 
Donnelly W. Hadden William S. Bach Herbert M. Kohn Gail F.Miller Marc G. Denkinger 
Bernard Heller Livingston Baker $2,500+ Charles D. Moyer Michael A. Dively 
H. Russel Holland Stephen H. Bard Arthur V. Brooks Dennis E. Murray Daniel R Elliott 
Frederick R Hubbell John A Benning Stuart F. Feldstein Michael E. Oldham John P Eppel 
Thomas E. Hunter William M Brukoff Kenneth S Handmaker Howard E. O'Leary K Michael Foley 
Michael Klynn Robert G. Burton Gen Kajitani Diane L. Olsson Richard F Gerber 
Merwyn M Kroll Francis E. Collins J Thomas McCarthy James H Ou1rk Ronald R. Hanlon 
William A Krupman• Raymond E. Comehus Lee 0 Powar James H. Rich John F. Hanson 
Peter F. Levin Robert P Dav1dow David J. Rosso Wallace A. Richardson Spencer C. Hunt 
Darnel E. Lewis Benton S. Duffett A. Paul Victor Burton Rodney Denis A Jacques 
Francis C Marsano Frederic L Dupre Jackman S. Vodrey James W. Smith S Olaf Karlstrom 
Richard E. McEachen James M Flaggert $1.000+ Webb A. Smith Patrick J. Kearney 
Roben L Mclaughlin Robert B. Frederick William F. Braeuninger Paul L. Tractenberg John A Kicz 
Cecil A. Mellin Karl L Gotting John W. Galanis Edward A White James L. Krambeck 
G. Gregory Michael W. Philip Gray Gerald L Gherlein Eugene W l.ausch 
Timothy J Munaugh Morrison L Heth Ira J.Jaffe Norvie L Lay 
Bruce N Parsons Philip S. Hollman John B Kemp ..... 1954 ..... William J Madden 
John L Peschel Lynne B. Johnson D Michael Kratchman Michael R Maine 
Hanson S Reynolds Bruce KalOITI Paul F Morgan TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $164,850 Thomas B. MaNell Gerald F Rosenblatt Alan F Kane Hugh M Morrison $50,000+ Timothy W Mast 
limothy F Scanloo David H Katz Alan I. Rothenberg Dennis P. Bedell Paul McCarthy 
Donald A Shchter Conrad W Kreger Herbert C. Snyder James D. Zirin Samuel J. McKim 
Robert M Steed J. Richard Marshall Richard K. Snyder George C. McKinnis 
Paul S Teranes Malcolm E. Martin Lawrence R. Velvel AlanP Miller 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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John E. Mogk Paul R. Grant Thomas A. Pliskin Lawrence J. Sherman Duane A. Feurer 
William S. Moody Douglas I. Hague Erik H. Serr Stuart Sinai Arnold M Flank 
James J. Nack Michael J. Hamblet Richard F Vitkus Gary N. Sundick Jack E. Ford 
James M. Powell Patricia M. Hanson Additional Gifts Charles D. Todd William H. Francis 
Stephen W. Roberts Boyd A. Henderson William C. Anderson David J. Wahr John M. Gardner 
T. Gordon Scupholm Edward G. Henneke James G. Barnes John M. Walker Roger M Golden 
Arthur M. ShelWood Anthony Hume Robert W Beicke George E. Ward George D Hamilton 
Kenneth E. Stewart Leon E. Irish Robert S. Berkwitz Thomas G. Washing Marshall Hamilton 
co Jack B. Streepy Charles B. Keenan Jonathan L Birge William C. Whitbeck Edward W. Hanis m John D. Tully John F. Kem Samuel W. Witwer John C. Hartranft f' Nathaniel P. Breed 
_. Walter A. Urick Walter S. Kirimitsu Jon D. Carlson Kenneth J. Wysoglad James M. Haviland co 
m Robert G. Waddell Richard N. light A. Balfour Chinn Louis J. Hellerman CX> James A. White Paul M. Lurie William M. Colby 
..... 1957 ..... William R. Hineline Barry R. Whitman Michael J. Lynch James F Companion RobertL Hood 
David G. Williams Michael S. Mathews Douglas M. Crowley Robert S. Katz 
Stephen M. Wittenberg J. Gary McEachen Robert A. Dimling TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $123,770 W. Wallace Kent 
Michael J. McHale Dennis C. Drury $50,000+ Marc S. Kirschner 
..... 1955 ..... Neil R. Mitchell George M. Elsener Joseph R. Seigeri Kenneth M. Lapine Andrew H. Mott Edwin G. Emerson $10,000+ James Laughlin 
Donald E. Overbeek James C. Ervin E. Miles Prentice Joanne Leveque TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $168.974 James K. Perrin Thomas S. Eveland Travis H. Lewin $5,000+ $100,000+ Richard J. Rankin John E. Ferris James P. Kleinberg James A. Locke Jon H. Kouba1 Douglas J. Rasmussen Sidney L. Frank James R. Lamb Joyce Q lower 
$10.000+ Richard A. Rinella Thomas D. Geil Charles K. Marquis J. David Mackstaller 
Walter D Herrick Jay A. Rosenberg Robert E. Gilbert Michael P. Malley 
Charles G. Nickson Lawrence J. Ross Michael D. Gordon $2,500+ Thomas 0. Mann 
James E. Scanlon Bruce M. Groom James M. Amend Michael F. McCarthy $5,000+ 
Richard M. Helzberg Frederick B. Schwarze Hiram S. Grossman 
Guy H. McMichael Matthew P. McCauley 
Gary J. Shapira Howard R. Grossman William C. Pelster Lelan D. McReynolds Charles F. Niemeth Jerome M. Smith Joseph P. Hafer George M Smrtka James L Meretta $1,000+ Benjamin D. Steiner Michael G. Harrison Charles V. Thornton Whitney F Miller Thomas E. Baker Phillip L. Thom J. Terry Heath $1,000+ Charles A. Moran Bruce R. Bancroft F. David Trickey Robert E. Heller Ronald E. Brackett J. Thomas Mullen Eric V. Brown William M. Troutman William K. Hoffman William M. Brodhead Philip W Nantz Charles E. Clar!< Paul Weinberg Robert E. Hollenshead William D. Hodgman Stuart E. Pan Charles C. Cohen Robert G. Wise Robert E. Hollweg Sally K. Katzen Dyk Charles L. Pitcock Gordon L. Elicker Jay S. Hooker Jack L. Neuenschwander Edward H Powers Thomas C. Lee Duane H. llvedson Philip A. Nicely John W. Puffer Rosemary S. Pooler ..... 1955 ..... Gilbert V. lndeglia Larry J. Spilkin Ronald I. Reicin Thomas B. Ridgley Jon C. Jacobson Additional Gifts Thomas J. Shannon 
Additional Gifts TOTAL CLASS GIVING: David R. Johnson Joel S. Adelman William C. Shedd 
Charles H. Aymond $1.249.315 Dennis S. Kayes Joseph H. Ballway Mark E. Smith 
J. Walter Brock $1,000,000+ W. Richard Keller Lewis T. Barr Thomas H. Snyder 
Helman R. Brook Samuel Zell Steven M. Kin Calvin E. Bellamy Richard N. Stein 
James R. Brown $50,000+ Bailey H. Kuklin Thomas F. Blackwell Geoffrey M. Stoudt 
Christopher L Carson Rick Williams R. 81 uce Lailllaw James A. Boucher John H. Stout 
Joan V. Churchill $10,000+ James T. Leavitt Robert M. Brimacombe Ira L Tannenbaum A. Theodore Clar!< Michael L Carter Morton Q Levin William C. Buhl Bruce A Timmons Laurence D. Connor Roger A. Goldman Edward P. Levy Jack M. Burl<ett Michael D. Umphrey William A. Crane Robert F. Ludgin Christopher B. Cohen Larry Victorson 
Terrence L. Croft Ronald L Olson Roland F. Wacker James G. Phillipp John H. Martin I. William Cohen Wilbert F. Crowley Richard C. Sneed WilliamF. Marx Bruce L Colton James E. Walter Robert H. Daskal Alan A. May William H. Conner Robert A. Wells 
Robert G. Dickinson $5,000+ George B. Mullison Timothy J. Curtin David G. Wise 
David D. Dodge Dewey B Crawford John A. Nolon Peter A. Dankin John F. Zulack 
L. Garren Dutton John A. Monson Kenneth R. Oosterhouse Michael J. Davis 
David A. Ebershoff $2,500+ Robert S. Paye Thomas J. Donegan 
..... 195g ..... Harry T. Edwards William E. Doster Gary L. Price M Donald Drescher 
John W Ester Terence Roche Murphy Thomas R. Reinsma Charles A Dunkel 
Richard L Fairchild Jeffrey C. Rubenstein Peter L Dunlap TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $100,044 $1,000+ 
John P. Fernsler Rodger V Bittner Fred E. Schlegel Car1 E. Esser $10,000+ 
Sheila Gallagher Douglas M. Cain Robert G. Schuchardt James B. Fadim Bruce P. Bickner 
Robert H. Garb David M. Guinn Richard W. Seymour Kay Felt Frederick W. Brenner 
John E. Gates Alfred J. Wiederkehr 
....................... ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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$5.ooo+ Jay A. Herbst Charles L Gagnebin Urban C. Remmel Marc J. Kennedy' 
Arthur C. Rinsky Richard B. Kepes William D. Herz Robert E. Gooding 
Jeffrey P. Robbins Robert M. Knight 
Stephen B. Diamond 
Frazer C. Hllder Stephen P. Kikoler David C. Thomas 
Peter J. Kok Francis P. Hubach Gary M. Macek Gary P. Sams 
Joel N. Kreizman Ronald B. Schram $2.500+ Charles E. Humphrey Andrew S. Price 
Robert J. Sher Gary E. Levitt 
Walter W. Kurczewski 
Robert P. Hurlbert B. Lance Sauerteig 
Robert M. Sigler George P. Macdonald Martin C. Recchuite James H. Johnston $1.ooo+ 
Ken R. Springer Debra A. Millenson Charles E. Thomas Essel W. Bailey 
Winston S. Moore <D 
Elizabeth Kinney 
Stephen J. Spurr 
CJ) 
William M. Toomajian 
John C. Koster David H. Balsan 
Michael L Stefani Patrick J. Murphy cp 
Daniel Van Dyke 
Stevan D. Phillips ..... 
Harry P. Lamberson Ben Barnow 
E. Rick Watrous 
<D Charles W. Borgsdorf Gilbert J. Premo --! 
$1,ooo+ Richard 0. Lempert 
Philip L Weinstein Charles J. Barnhill Paul Lieberman Richard F. Carlile 
Edward M. Welch Doug R. Rendleman William F. Bavinger Alan G. Lipson Peter E. Goodstein 
Franklin K. Willis Gerald J. Rodes Elden W. Buttbaugh Howard R. Lloyd Darrel J. Grinstead 
Steven Y. Winnick Edward B. Rogin Peter C. Flintoft John H. Logie Joseph L. McEntee 
David Woodbury Lyle B. Stewart Lawrence M. Gill Michael A. Mason James G. Wells 
Michael J. Thomas Robert W. Harmon Stewart H. McConaughy Lawrence E. Young 
Martin C. Weisman Ronald L Ludwig Bruce P. Miller Additional Gifts 
····· 1970····· Susan S. Westerman Steven D. Pepe Patrick M. Muldoon SamLAbram Lawrence A. Young Ronald W. Periard Malachy R. Murphy Ben J. Abrohams TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $53,635 Paul C. Pringle John A. Nitz James A. Bidol $10,000+ 
····· 1971 ..... 
James E. Schwab Robert J. Dexeman Douglas G. Boven Gregory L Curtner Samuell L Tsoutsanis Willard F. Pinney Joel E. Cooper Simon M. Lorne 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $535,860 
Robert M. Weinberg F. Ronald Postelh James M. Cribley 
$5,ooo+ 
Jayl Witkin John C. Ransmeier E. Duane Cubitt 
Steven B. Chameides $250,000+ Additional Gifts Joseph D. Rich George M. 8worth 
Victor F. Ptasznik Dickson G. BrO'Ml Lawrence A. Abramczyk Alvin 0. Sabo Harry B. Endsley 
Laurence E. Winokur $50,000+ Charles F. Adler Mark A. Sandstrom w. Anthony Feiock 
Richard R. Burns David S. Allen Michael D. Saphier Terry E. Fenzl $2.500+ 
Jerry L Miller Cushman D. Anthony Howard M. Schmeltzer James R. Frederick John L. Sobieski 
$10,ooo+ 
Richard M. Bluestein Lawrence J. Schulman Stuart A. Friedman $1.(100+ 
Paul F. Sefcovic 
Michael J. Bobroff Edward I. Schutzman Booker T. Gaulden Stephen C. Ellis 
Georgetta A. Wolff 
William M. Burns Mark H. Scoblionko Randall J. Gingiss Peter E. Goodstein John H. Burson William A. Shaheen Robert H. Goldman William A. Irwin $5.000+ David L Callies Melvin S. Shotten Richard B. Gorman Eric J. Schneidewind Denis B. Binder Barbara A. Clark Stephen L Smay Lawrence E. Hard David M. Schraver Jeffry N. Grabel Stephan L. Cohen Cornelius J. Sullivan Philip J. Harter Additional Gifts Sterling L Ross Kenneth S. Colburn Michael P. Sullivan Marshall D. Hier Gary N. Ackerman $2,500+ R. Michael Cole Thomas F. Sweeney John A. Holmes George W. Allen Paul Alexander Lester L. Coleman Nancy W. Trowbridge David L. Jamison Frederick J. Amrose Howard L. Boigon John D. Conley Thomas A. Trowbridge J. Richardson Johnson Darryl J. Anderson L. Andrew Gifford Christopher A. Cooke John H. Vogel Ralph L Kissick George H. Baker Barry D. Hovis David M. Copi Carl H. von Ende Otto John Kuenhold James N. Barnes Wayne C. Inman Michael W. Cotter William R. Weber Thomas W. Lacchia Patricia S. Bauer Mary K. Kane Robert L. Eastaugh Dennis E. Whedon Frederick Lambert James R. Buschmann Alan R. Lepene Larry A. Eaton Gregg H. Wilson Walter H. Lindsay James N. Candler Muriel I. Nichols Richard J. Egger Gary F. Wyner John J. Lynch Douglas A. Chandler William J. Rainey Robert J. Faux Jack R. Zerby Samuel W. Mandell Mary Z. Chandler Roger B. lilies Allen D. Field Robert M. Meisner Richard M. Doctoroff $1,000+ Ronald Gerard 
····· 1969· .. ·· William S. Moore Diane S. Dorfman Alan L. Axelrod Ronald R. Glancz George A. Mudge Frank D. Eaman James N. Doan Lawrence M. Glazer TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $90,118 Christine B. Murray George E. Feldmiller Michael B. Evanoff Robert S. Gold Michael E. Neiheisel Jane Forbes Gene N. Fuller Edward B. Goldman $25,000+ Harold M. Newland James V. Gargan Donald S. Gardner John D. Gorby Yoichiro Yamakawa Stephen M. Newman Barry B. George Peter T. Hoffman Henry S. Gornbein $5,000+ David E. Nims Steven H. Goodman Michael E. Huotari J. Kirkland Grant Peter P. Garam David F. Nitschke Peter L. Gustafson Thomas R. Johnson Charlotte Greenfield Robert J. Kheel Robert H. Norris John J. Hays Frank M. Kaplan William N. Gross Stanley S. Stroup Louis D. Pierce Howard A. Jack Noel A. Kramer Paul A. Haas $2,500+ Norman A. Platt Terrill S. Jardis Robert E. McFarland Ronald M. Harwith Barry A. Adelman Marvin Ratner C. Clayton Johnson David W. McKeague Thomas A. Hayes Spencer T. Denison Harold W. Reick Ben Henson 
.......................................................................................................................................... ~; 
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William C. McNeil! lany C. Willey Paul S Felt 
..... 1973 ..... James P Dean A. Bruce Wh1 tney Steven H Winkler David E. Frasch Godfrey J Dillard 
Additional Gifts Steven M. Woghin John P. Freese TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $253,184 Steven C. Douse Leslie W Abramson Howard B. Young JeHrey E. Froelich Thomas L Drenth 
John l Barbi RobertJ Zina James H. Geary $25,000+ John H. Eft 
William B. Binm1ngham Jeffrey J Greenbaum Robert E H1rshoo Gregory A Eurich 
Peter W Booth 
····· 1972····· Ronald E. Greenlee Enc A. Oesterle Philtp M. Frost John B. Bowers Dennis M Haley Jeny C Wagner Neil Ganulin 
co Aaron H. BulloH Richard J. Hilfer $10,000+ Sany D. Glazer 
-....J TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $199,645 Arthur A. Cone Gregory A Huffman Steven F Greenwald lany R Goldstein 
..:.. Jules I Clystal $25,000+ Henry L Jones James A Jenkins Ronald M Gould (0 
"" WayneC Dabb Thomas W Palmer Louis L Joseph Warren J. Kessler limothy H. Howlett w 
Anthony S Defrank $10.ooo+ Robert E. Kass George 0 Ruttmger Paul F. Hulun 
Pelle Deinoff J. Phillip Adams David Kirshman John W Solomon Ronald L Kahn 
Thomas B. Dorris Nora A. Bailey JeHrey H. Klink $5,000+ Charles G. Knox 
Meredith N. Endsley Leonard J. Baxt John T. Klug Michael R Fayhee Eric E. Lenck 
David E. Everson William J DaVls Kenneth A Kraus Peter C Lesch 
Donald C. Exelby Jane W Gnswold Barbara A lane $2..500+ Bertram l levy 
Lawrence 0. Fruchtman Paul L lee Frank B lienhart Edward A Grossmam Charles A Lowenhaupt 
Robert M Gault James E. lune Joanna London Quinn W Martin Lawrence A Margolis 
Michael J. Gentry Dean C. Storkan Andrew J. Marks Gregory T Mutz Michael G. Marion 
Stuart E. Grass $5,000+ Richard A. Martens 
John A. Payne Robert K. Matsumoto 
DaVld J. HalWOOd Richard K. Mason Stephen M Silverman John C Meade 
Dawn P Hertt 
limothy A. Nelsen Ph1hp F Mattia Allan J. Sweet Donald B Miller 
Peter J. Hustinx 
Robert J White Robert J McCullen Robin G. Weaver Joseph C. Zengerle lany A Mowrer 
Stuart M. Israel Lynda S Zengerle Thomas J McGinn $1,000+ Michael F Nuechterlein 
W Thomas Jennings M. David Minnick Rupert M Barkoff David M Pedersen 
David C Jensen $2..500+ Philip M. Moilanen Russell S. Bohn Richard D Persinger 
Robert T Joseph Alan T Ackerman James M Moore Samuel L. Bufford Jeffrey M Petrash 
Mark F Katz Michael L Hardy Thomas G. Morgan Charles S DeRous1e Leo H Phillips 
Stephen P. Kilgriff Mark A. Vander laan Neil G. Mullally Steven E. Fox Glenn M Price 
John E. Klein John A. Vanluvanee Patnck F Murray Nonman E. Fretwell Michael M Ransmeier 
Edward M. Kronk $1.000+ Eugene P. Nicholson Christopher H. Milton Robert A Rowan 
Robert C. Kropf William J. Abraham Harold A. Oseff Blondell L Morey Paul F. Russell 
BrianJ lake William T Bisset John 8. Pinney Richard J Munsch Jeffrey L Schad 
Charles M. lax Saul A Green JohnP Ou100 John M Nannes Melvin A. Schwartz 
Bruce J . lazar Diane 0. Jensen Alan M. Rauss Richard M. O'Connor Stephen E. Selander 
Stephen R Leeds Stephen P Lindsay Charles D Rerte Edward H. Pappas Joseph J Semtella 
David E. Lefevre William J Meeske Michael J. Renner Allan J Reich Richard F Silvestri 
Bruce R LeMar Terrence G Perris James A. Rice Christine M Rhode Jeffrey A. Small 
Steven H. Levinson Janice Siegel William J Richards Frederick C Schafrick Stanley Smilack 
Pamela J. Liggett Kim L Swanson Charles T Richardson Sterling K Spe1m Thomas G Stayton 
GaleT Miller William P Weiner Lawrence A. Rogers Additional Gifts limothy M Stone 
JenyMiller William B. Wilson Norman H. Roos Elliott D. Andalman Pamela B. Stuart 
William R Nuernberg Additional Gifts Stuan W Rudnick Franciscus A. Bakker Fred A. Summer 
Corey Y. Park Millard F. Aldridge Peter R. Scullen James L Baumoel Helen H. Sundgren 
Ralph A Peck John W.Allen Stephen F. Secrest Mark R Bendure Robert E. Tait 
Joyce E Peters Michael J Anderegg Michael B. Shapiro Donald P Bennett Roger M Theis 
Wanda J. Reif David G. Baker Craig A Smith Martha Bergmark Michael A. Tyrrell 
Michael F Reuling John H. Boggs George C Steeh Keith l Bonman David VanderHaagen 
William H. Scharf Robert E. Borton Miriam B. Steinberg Jack E. Boynton Frank P VanderPloeg 
Don A. Schiemann James E. Brenner James D. Supance Andrew J. Broder Michael G. Vartanian 
John R Schoonmaker H. Patrick Callahan Lewis M Taffer Thomas M Carhan Susan N Vinocour 
Kurt G. Schreiber Thomas D. Camey Richard R. Weiser Michael T Chaney Richard J Webber 
Peter M. Schwolsky Donald J Cla~ J Bryan Williams John B Chapman James L Wemstrom 
Howard A. Sellin Lawrence S Collum John D. Wilson John M. Christian Andrew S Williams 
Donald H. Silverman Wilham L Cooper David H. Zoellner James N Christman Wendy C. Wilner lascher 
Ronald J. Styka Edward Y Crossmore Jesse Clark David C. Zalk 
Donald F Tucker Donald J. Dawson Rufus L Cole 
Charles B Vergon Robert N Drake Roger L. Cooner 
Gaiy L Walker Chnstopher J Dunsky Wilham H. Cordes 
Ralph G Wellington Stephen S. Eberly Charles 0 Daniel 
......... ................ .... .. ........... ............................................ ................................................ ............. ...................................... ........................... . 
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····· 1974····· David W. Clarlc $1,000+ Gary D. Sikkema Morgan L. Rtch Gary R. Diesing Donald N. Duquette Alfred E. Smith Harvey Freedenberg 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: 
Bruce D. Dugstad Robert A. Katcher Elliot A. Spoon John B. Gaguine 
Michael D. Eagen Gary D. Sesser Michael A. Stack Robert M. Gesalman 
$1.001,359 Raymond F. Fix James D. Spaniolo Robert H. Stoloff Stephen E. Godsall-Myers 
$500,000+ Michael J. Forster James B. Stoetzer Richard B. Urda James T. Graham 
Christopher M. Jeffries Steve11 F. Friedel! Barbara T. Walzer Matthew B. VanHook Nancy N. Grekin 
$100,000+ Allen E. Giles Barry F. White Marjorie M. VanOchten Constance D. Groh 
David C. Patterson Glen B. Gronseth Nobutoshi Yamanouchi James L. Wamsley Wayne M. Grzecki <D 
Michael C. Haines Paula M. Zera Joyce T. Gwadz -..J $10,000+ Additional Gifts ""' Forrest A. Hainline William C. Hanson . James B. Griswold Roger E. Battreall 
_.
Gene H. Hansen <D Larry D. Hunter Richard M. Bendix 
····· 1976····· Anne H. Hiemstra -..J Susan L. Hauser Douglas W. Huffman -..J Anita H. Jenkins Steven A. Blaske 
Bernard S. Kent Louis A. Highmart< John H. Brannen William R. Jansen 
Daniel E. Reidy Alan B. Hoffman Robert C. Bruns 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $98,480 Gordon W. Johnston 
Barbara S. Steiner Bruce F. Howell Michael P. Burke $25,000+ Richard A. Kaminsky 
Larry D. Thompson W. Lawrence Joachim Christopher L Campbell Yvonne S. Quinn Robert I. Kligman 
Samuel E. Wetterlin H. Wendell Johnson Michael Coester $10,000+ Richard A. Kopek William S. Jordan Dagmar D. Coester·Waltjen William P. O'Neill Christoph H. Leuenberger $5,000+ Renate Klass John R. Cook Richard L Postma Thomas W. Linn Richard J. Gray Jeffrey D. Komarow J. Michael Cooney Mark A. Luscombe Michael H. Morris Brock A. Landry $5,000+ Robin E. Neuman Caton 
Larry J. Salustro Daniel P. Ducore Gary E. Baker Gordon R. Lewis Nancy J. Foster John C. Oldenburg Kenwood C. Youmans Matthew J. Mason Catherine H. Gardner $2,500+ Jill F. Olswanger 
$2,500+ Alan S. Miller John A. Gerstein David M. Armitage Michael S. Pabian 
Robert A. Armitage Richard G. Moon Susan Grogan Faller Maryjo A. Cohen Michael L Peroz 
Jean·Fran~is Bellis Kraig E. Noble Charles Hair Richard L Epling Kevin J. Peterman 
S. Timothy Kochis Laurence C. Nolan Alan K. Hammer Michael S. Olin Todd D. Peterson 
Shirley M. Michaelson Irving Paul Hurticene Hardaway Gillian Steinhauer Elizabeth A. Podolske 
Robert A. Nelson P. Frederick Pfenninger Stuart A. Hemphill $1.000+ Diana V. Pratt 
Richard A. Riggs S.V. Quitiquit Joyce E. Hensley Christine L. Albright Mark E. Putney 
Richard P. Saslow John P. Racine David B. Hirschey Kenneth A. Alperin Ellen B. Rosenthal 
Langley A. Shook James L Rhodes Nathaniel A. Hoffman Bertie N. Butts John C. Rothhaar 
Christina B. Whitman Gary A. Rowe John A. Holdenried Daniel J. Goldberg David M. Aubin 
$1,000+ Daniel M. Schember Nina Krauthamer Dennis M Haffey Thomas P. Sarb 
Clifford D. Alla Joseph G. Scoville Terry S. Latanich Thomas D. Johnston Renee M. Schoenberg 
John A. Barker Robert R. Shearer A. Russell Localio Gregg H. Jones C.F. Scott Schofield 
Roberto Casali Roben A Siegel Lucile J. McCarthy Joseph S. Kanfer Warren M. Schur 
William J. Davey Darryl L Snider Thomas R. McCulloch Barry S. Landau Peter R Spanos 
S. Jack Fenigstein David G. Strom John H. McKendry Nancy M. Lipper Sharon A. Staclc 
Thomas l. Harnsberger Jaime G. Vela Stephen B. McKown Andrew H. Marks Teresa E. Sullivan 
Susan K. Hartt Bruce T. Wallace Timothy K. McMorrow Stephen G. Palms Thomas D. Terpstra 
Patrick J. Hinden Thomas W. Weeks J. Kenneth L Morse Carol Sanger Timothy J. Tomga 
James J. Maiwurm Stanley P. Wiggins Walter E. Mugdan Brian J. Smith Peter L Trezise 
Michele C. Mayes Thomas S. Wiswall Hideo Nakamura Dona A. Tracey Howard C. Ulan 
Joan S. McKay Craig A. Walson Morton L Noveck Randall S. Wangen Michael A. Weinberg 
Lawrence I. McKay Robert A. Obringer Michael H. Woolever Christine Weiner 
Michael D. Rubin 
····· 1975 ····· Charles F. Oliphant Additional Gifts Edward M. Wolkowitz Franklin W. Strong David H. Paruch Mar1<T. Arnold 
Michael Touff 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $67,979 David M. Pellow Russell A. Bikoff ····· 1977 ..... Patricia D. White Bruce N. Petterson Joel G. Bouwens 
Additional Gifts $10,000+ Randall E. Phillips Charles E. Box 
W. David Amold Rochelle D. Alpert Fred L Potter Denis P. Burke 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $194,228 
Sara S. Beale Richard C. Sanders Anne 8. Poulin Thomas A Busch $50,000+ 
William D. Belski $5,000+ Clark T. Randt Lynn P. Chard Robert H. Gorlin 
John C. Bigler David W. Lentz John C. Reitz Karen H. Clark $25,000+ 
R. Drummond Black $2,500+ Joseph A. Ritok Barbara N. Coen Manin J. Bienenstock 
Arnold P. Barish Scott J. Arnold James J. Rodgers Philip J. Collora Scott A. Wolstein 
Philip A. Brown Mattie Peterson Compton John C. Roebuck Gary E. Davis $10,000+ 
Carl V. Bryson Arnold J. Kiburz Alexander D. Roth Gregory P. Dunsky Gary A. Nickele 
Robert W. Buechner Adrian L. Steel Dennis G. Ruppel Mary U. Eberle 
Janice L Charter Franklin W. Shoichet H. Richard Elmquist 
...................................................................................................................................................................................... ........................................... 
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SS.000+ Merton S. Marsh Ronald A. Bultje $10,000+ William D. Klein 
Robert D. Rippe R.C. Mclravy Elizabeth A. Campbell Thomas A. Connop Charles C. Lane 
$2,500+ John C. Mezzanotte Stuart M. Chemtob John K. Hoyns Richard B. Learman 
Fred C. Fathe David B. Miller Catherine Copp Frieda P. Jacobs James F. lehrburger 
Bruce A. Featherstone Susan D. Miner Kent G. Cprek David L Miller Arthur M. Luby 
Raymond A. Kepner Paul A. Ose Joseph P. Curran John M. Quitmeyer Michael A. McEvoy 
Edward A. Marod Greg L Pickrell John C. Dembach $5,000+ Barbara R. Miller 
Michael A. Marrero Brian K. Porter David C. Dickey Hildy Bowbeer Stephen A. Miller 
<D Bruce K. Posey Rosalyn J. Reitman Diane F. Dusseau Robert J. Diehl Pamela A. Mull 
-.,J William J. Scanlon Michael J. Dwyer David Narefsky -.,J Stanley J. Reed Marguerite M. Lentz 
' Joel Scharfstein Stephen A. Edwards Julie P. Neerken _.. George A. Vinyard Barrie L Loeks <.O Eileen A. Scheff Jeffrey L Fehrenbacher Kiichi Nishina OJ Valdemar L Washington John V. lonsberg 0 James H. Schnare Michael J. O'Rourke $1,000+ Dennis W. Fliehman Jeffrey A. Quinn 
Susan G. Esserman John B. Sherrell Konrad J. Friedemann Burt P. Rosen Michael B. Peisner 
Charles S. Ferrell Florence SPfague Gary A. Glenn $2,500+ Gary J. Peters 
John L Gierak Robert A. Strong Jorge 0. Gonzales Scott R. Craig Steven F. Pflaum Charles l. Sweeris Rachel A. Goodstein Barbara S. Polsky Michael L Glenn Charles F. Timms Timothy W. Hefferon Jack A. Molenkamp Paul C. Pratt James l. Hiller Rick A. Pacynski 
James S. Hogg James A. Vose Dennis L. Holsapple Donald R. Parshall Lawrence E. Rissman Mark D. Willmarth Diane M. Istvan Donald H. Robertson Harold L Kennedy Stephen L. Wilson Synde B. Keywell Paul F. Roye Clyde J. Robinson Kevin P. Lucas Charles P. Wolff George Kimball Christian M. Verbeeck N. Rosie Rosenbaum Joseph W. Medved Mark E. Klein $1,000+ Frank J. Ruswick Reuben A. Munday Stanton D. Krauss Mary K. Austin Christian Schmid John R Myers 
..... 197g ..... Elsa C. Lamelas Bruce D. Celebrezze William A. Schochet Kent Y. Nakamura Marilyn A. lankier Bruce M. Engler David J. Schwartz Robert A. Ouimette TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $131,687 EJliotP. legow Steven M. Fetter Christopher Scotti Donald F Parman $50,000+ &icL Martin Kevin S. Hendrick Geoffrey L Silverman James R. Spaanstra W. Robert Kohorst Noel D. Massie Theodore A. Dpperwall J. Lloyd Snook Bruce C. Thelen Thomas A. Miller Walter A. Pickhardt Mark A. Sterling Kenneth R. Wylie $10,000+ 
John H. Beisner John G. Nuanes Mark C. Rosenblum Richard A. Stevens Additional Gifts Nancy L. Olah Amanda Van Dusen Donald E. Theis 
Steven R. Anderson $5,000+ Kathleen R. Dpperwall Peter J. Wiedenbeci< Thomas H. Van Dis 
Klaus A. Burgi Arthur A. Block Michael A. Peterson Additional Gifts Thomas P. Van Dusen 
Earl K. Cantwell Terrance l. Carlson Nancy J. Quaife Maria B. Abrahamsen John S. Vento 
Vincent F. Chiappetta David T. Case Donn A. Randall John W. Amberg Kent L Weichmann 
Amory Cummings George T. Mooradian Joel M. Ressler Jacintha K. Balch Robert A. Wynbrandt 
James S. Cunning $2,500+ Steven H. Rosenbaum Jeffrey C. Beinlich lee B. Zeugin 
Alexander A. Domanskis Debra A. Armbruster David R. Selmer Norman H. Beitner Warren A. Zimmerman 
Stephen A. Dove Barbara Bruno Marla G. Simpson L Andrew Brehm 
Mary K. Ellingen Scott A. Fink Craig N. Smetko Jonathan R. Breuning 
Susan D. Falkson Francesco Gianni Carol F. Sulkes Frank W. Buck ..... 19so ..... 
Philip R. Fileri Dennis E. Ross Martin D Wegbreit Beverly H. Burns 
Robert Fine Janet L Weller William P. Weintraub Lori R. Burns TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $409,100 
Joseph Freedman $1,000+ James J. Widland Robert W. Cabanski $100,000+ 
Rebecca A. Freligh Norman H. Beamer Mary Kate Wold Thomas E. Callow Barbara Jane Irwin 
Alan J. Gilbert James C. Oechene Andrea C. Wolfman Michael G. Campbell $50,000+ 8izabeth A. Goodman David Gruber Thomas V. Yates Maureen T. Casey Beverly J. Bartow Anita N. Gottlieb Kathleen A. Hogg Travis G. Clemens James l. Stengel D. Stewart Green Nancy Keppelman William C. Collins 
Martha M. Haines Deborah G. Page ..... 1979 ..... Diane P. Dossin $25,000+ 
Susan D. Hartman Thomas H. Page Jan K. Dunn Todd J. Anson 
Thomas G. Herman Barry N. Seidel TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $392.181 Albert F. Ettinger Edward J. Krauland 
Elizabeth A. Hilder Carlos Roberto Siqueira Castro $100,000+ Steve L Gaines $10,000+ 
Robert H. Hume Timothy D. Sochocki James P. Shaughnessy Julie A. Greenberg John W. Butler 
Robert H. Jerry Ronald C. Wilcox $50,000+ Don H. Hainbach James D. Holzhauer Bruce C. Johnson Additional Gifts Timothy L. Dickinson Harold E. Hamersmith Frederic A. Klein Karen J. Kirchen Randall E. Mehrberg 
Thomas A. Knapp John L Achatz $25,000+ 
Blake L Harrop 
Ronald J. Nessim Janet Anderson-Davis Sheila C. Haughey Sumio Kuriaki Beverly K. Goulet Jeffrey K Helder John D. Rayis 
Bruce M. Landon June H. Barr Robert B. Knauss Robert E. Spatt D. Keith Birchler Jeffrey T. Johnson Curtis J. Mann Jeffrey E. Susskind Carol M. Kanarek Deborah S. Tuchman 
Laurence S. Markowitz Karen L Boyaris Douglas H. Kanarek William D. Brighton 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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$5,000+ Fredric B. lesser Paul B. Burke Mark R Lezone Stuart J. Gnldnng 
William J Dntsas Richard A. Levine Robert R. Cowell John M Liming David J Lauth 
Georgeanne Henshaw Iris K. Linder Natalia Delgado David Mcfarlin Scan G. Mackin 
Tillman L lay James K Markey William A. Drexel Kenneth C. Memerne1er Glendon B. Pran 
LiOOa A. Wasserman Edward R. McGah Michael J. Grace Alisa S Moore Kevin C Randall 
Elaine J. Mittleman David 0 Gregg James A. Morgulec Robert L Rosenfeld $2.500+ 
P Sherrill Neff Charles E. Hams M1tn J Najjar Randall K. Rowe SteVen J. Beilke 
Mark S. Niziak James S. Hilboldt Dusun P. Ordway David M Schreier David W OeBruin 
Beatriz M Olivera Richard S. Hoffman Susan M. Pavlica James A. Sobieraj <O T.C. Donnelly CX> Thomas W. Porter Nathan E. Jones Steven A. Porter Mark C. Van Plrtten 0 Jesse S. Ishikawa 
Jonathan Rivin Richard S. Kolodny Yves P. Quintin Wayne B. Weisman James B. Jordan <O Jessie C. Roberson Jon A. Lauer Ernest M Robles Avery K. Williams CX> J. Michael Shepherd 
"' Kenneth B Roberts Deborah M. levy Linda A Rothnagel Additional Gifts $1.000+ Charles P. Rose Stewart L Mandell Sharon E. Rubinstein Elizabeth A. Allaben Curtis B. Blessing Richard A. Samp Darlene M. Nowak Jose M. Sariego David C. Bahls Jonathan S. Brenner Mark E Sanders Dennis M D'Malley Suellyn Scarnecchia Betsy B. Baker Keefe A. Brooks James E. Schacht Michael Ostroff William F Seabaugh Richard A. Barr Daniel R Conway Ron B. Schrotenboer Michael D. Remington Lawrence M. Shapiro Jeffrey A. Becker David Foltyn Brooke Schumm J. Gregory Richards Peter R. Siiverman Jeffrey A. Berger Bonnie M. France Valentina Sgro Ann 0. Rosenblum Anne V Tuuk Timothy R. Beyer Mitchell H Frazen Stanley K. Shapiro Glenn A. Shannon Anita L Wallgren James E Bittell Joseph T Green Nancy S Shilts Stefan D Stein Jonathan T. Walton Quentin A. Boyken Paula R. latovick Mary A. Silvestri Nancy Williams Christopher M Wells Brian H. Boyle Robert A Olender T Murray Smith Additional Gifts Richard L Wood David W Burhenn John J Powers Lisa Snow Steven G. Adams Elizabeth A Zatina Matthew A. Chambers Dean A. Rocheleau Steve Sto11c Arthur P. Alcarez Thomas Cottler Kevin A. Russell Michael A Weinbaum Kevin D. Anderson 
..... 1932 ..... Steinm E. Crofton Joseph E. Tilson Steven A. Weiss Bruce G. Arnold Jeffrey A. OeVree Susan Tukel Kip A. Weissman David G. Beauchamp Gershon Ekman James F. Wallack TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $283.565 Danene Wineberg Chnstopher B. Beaufait Barry H. Epstein Jane L Wilton Barry G liker Teresa A Beaufait $50,000+ Susan B Fine Additional Gifts William A. Brandt Anita p Robb Bryant M Frank David A. Arnold 
..... 1981 Steven D. Brown Robb L. Voyles Steven Gersz Loretta T. Attardo Leslie Chambers Strohm $25,000+ Matthew A. Greene Norman J. Bruns Robert I. Chaskes Daniel J. Bergeson Volker Gross James A Bums TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $197,689 Anthony M. Damiano $10,000+ Mark L. Harris Denise H. Chrysler $50,000+ David L De Bruin James E Brandt Douglas E. Hart Carl E. Cormany Gary C. Robb Charles M. Denton Kathryn W Brandt Craig W. Horn James A. D' Agostini $10,000+ Mary Ann Denton Mary M. Fisher David E. Horowitz Janet R. Davis Richard M. Cieri Marianne G. Dorado Michael P McGee Blair B. Hysni Michael J. Denton Diana M. Lopo John M. Dorsey George H Vincent Richardo I. Kilpatrick Richard M Dorado William C. Marcoux Karl A. Fink Richard I. Werder Robert D. Kraus Jeffrey M. Eisen 





Nancy H Welber Barr Clifford H. Bloom 
····· 1984····· Thomas D. Larson Donald F. Baty Craig E Willis Timothy R. Butler David L. Marshall Rolando Berrelez 
Paul M. Wyzgoski John V. Byl TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $399,036 Martha D. Moses Kathryn L Biberstein Sara Ziv1an Zwickl Walter S. Calhoun Leonard M. Niehoff Chnstian F. Binnig 
Ellen S. Carmody $100,000+ Steven C. Poling Kathleen M. Binnig 
····· 1983····· Daniel E. Champion 
George C. Lombardi Mark D. Pollack Chuck B. Boehrer 
Kenneth L Crawford $50,000+ Richard L Pomeroy Arnold E. Brier 
William D. Dahling Kirk A. Davenpart Jacob C. Reinbolt Thomas R. Goerdt 
<O TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $625,494 Kathleen Dempsey Boyle $25,000+ Dean E. Rietberg Jeffrey R. Coleman 0) $250,(IOO+ Karen R. Fagerstrom Albright Michael J. Rizzo Janet S. Crossen I\.) Barry M. Wolf 
' John B. Frank Anne B. Fifer Marc S. Rockower David T. Daly -' Elizabeth B. Yntema c.o 
0) Diann H. Kim Victor P. Filippini Megan Scott-Kakures Don G. Davis 
O> Helen C. Foster $10,000+ Anthony J. Shaheen Bien E. Deason $100,000+ Laura A. Chamberlain 
Michael J. Levitt Judah B. Garber James A. Davidson David D. Shoup 
Jonathan B. Frank 
$25,000+ Thomas A. Geelhoed Jennifer B. DuChene Michael R. Shpiece 
Gregory H. Gach 
Matthew J. Gehringer Deborah A. Some1Ville Thomas J. Gibney Mark E. Ferguson Michelle H. Gluck Stephen M Merkel Michael A. Sosin Caroline S. Goray William J. Newell Craig L. Godshall Daniel M. Sandberg Walter E. Spiegel Arnold S. Graber Camille A. Olson Joel J. Goldberg David J Schlanger Robert C. Stoddart David J. Herring 
$10,000+ Peter A. Jackson Mary E. Snapp Kathryn E. Szmuszkovicz Barbara A. Kaye 
Paul T. Denis Broderick D. Johnson Stephen G. Tomlinson Michael G. Taylor Bruce A. Kaye 
Paul B. Landen Frank T. Judge $5,000+ Clare T. Tully Eugene Killian 
Richard C. Morrissey Thomas C. Judge Thomas J. Frederick Lynn C. Tyler Ron A. Lang 
Anton N. Natsis Mark L Kaltenrieder Gregory S. Gallopoulos Julie A. Waddell Kent K. Matsumoto 
Mark J. Stein Barbara S. Kellman Rex L. Sessions James P. Weygandt Michael J. Mueller 
Barbara Y. Welke Michael B. Kelly $2,500+ Tohru Yasumaru Kevin J. Parker 
William R. Welke Frederic L. Kenney Daniel R. Bronson Kurt G. Yost Frank W. Parkinson 
$5,000+ Jodie W. King David W. Koch Jonathan Zorach Steven W. Pelak 
Asli F. Basgoz Mark L Kowalsky Steven L Kroll William F. Piper 
Paul M Hamburger Kyle B. Lukins Joan P. Snyder 
..... 1935 ..... Paul E. Pirog Anne T Larin Joseph A. Mancari Russell D. Stewart Philip J. Ouagliariello 
Deborah A. Marlowe James G. Martin Philip S. VanDerWeele James K. Sams 
Barton R. Peterson Thomas J. McDonald TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $106,965 Ronald M. Schirtzer 
Henry A. Udow Daniel A. Murray 
$1,000+ $25,000+ Edward A. Schlatter Raymond M. Berens 
$2,500+ Stephen M. Nolan Douglas S. Bland Carla S. Newell Douglas F. Schleicher 
Katherine A. Erwin Terese E. Peisner Sandra A. Bulger $10,000+ David W. Schrumpf 
Anne B. Gust Brown Justin H. Perl Meg W. Clayton Stuart M. Finkelstein Edward S. Stokan 
Robert J. Krueger R. Claybourne Petrey Marty R. Dunn William B. Sailer Dennis G. Terez 
Erica A. Munzel Laura J. Remington Helen R. Haynes $5,000+ Frank B. Vanker 
John C Person Cecilia A. Roth Steven M. Kaufmann Jerome F Elliott Ernest E. Vargo 
John C. Petrovski Ira B. Rubinfeld Lawrence A. Silvestri Thomas F. Walsh 
Scott M. Riemer Scott J. Schoen $2,500+ Richard B. Werner 
Kevin B. Scott Additional Gifts Steven J. Aeschbacher Barbara L. Strack Marjorie S. Adams David S. Stone Frederick M. Snow $1,000+ Mark S. Stein Nancy D. Amison Michael A. Woronoff ..... 1935 ..... 
David B. Alden Jeffrey W. Stone Thomas 0. Ashby $1,000+ 
Daniel A. DeMarco Michael D. Vale William N. Berkowitz Mark H. Adelson TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $131.678 
Donald A. Dripps Lauren G. Van Steel John B. Bulgozdy James W. Houck $50,000+ Claudia R. Ellmann W. Gregory Voss Margaret H. Chutich Stephen F. Lappert Kerry A. Galvin Gregory S. Gilchrist Linda Wakeen Walker Joseph S. Cohn Nereida Melendez-Rivera $5,000+ William B. Goodspeed Craig Walker Craig A. Corman Mark J. Mihanovic Stephan F. Barthelmess Van E. Holkeboer Thomas E. Dixon 
Jonathan Hollingsworth Timothy L. Williamson Elizabeth A. Downey 
Carolyn K. Seymour Michael T. Edsall 
Joseph D. Won Duncan A. Stuart W. Todd Miller Jeffrey C. Kauffman Stephen E. Woodbury Stephen T. Erb George J. T zanetopoulos Mark A. Moran Michael R. Lied John R. Wylie Kyle A. Gray Deirdre M. von Moltke David J. Zott Richard N. Olshansky John S. Yun Jeffrey T Harbison H. Kurt van Moltke 
Nathan P. Petterson Barbara Zahs Rothstein Robert A. Heath Robin A. Walker-lee $2,500+ 
H. Mark Stichel Michael J. Hernandez Ronald M Yalies Ronald S. Betman 
Al Van Kampen Rolando Hidalgo Karin S. Day 
Additional Gifts Michael H. Hoffheimer 
Additional Gifts Audrey L Gaynor 
Donald H. Baker James P. Jacobson Denise Arca Andrew G. Klevorn 
Plinio Simoos Barbosa Kim P. Jones Emil Arca Paul C. Nightingale 
Jack M. Beard Christopher Klimko Robert H. Bach Robin L Shaffer! 
James M. Belin Kay A. Kornman 
Scott E. Barat Robert R. Shuman 
Susan T. Bart 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............. 
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$1.000+ Gregoiy G. limmer Creighton R. Magid Elizabeth M. Barry $1.000+ 
Robert C. Azarow Mark D. Toljanic Gregoiy R. Meri Mark S. Bernstein Margaret L Bazany • Andrew M. Gaudin Kevin Tottis John Mucha George H. Boerger Michael A. Bazany 
Gregoiy M. Gochanour Michael D. Turner Richard L. Nagle Steven G. Bradbuiy Thomas A. Brusstar 
Lynne 0. Gochanour Maiy K. VanderWeele Andrew F Perrin Jeffrey L Braker Randolph A. Delfranco 
Steven A. Roach Lu-In Wang Brian D. Peyton Linda K. Burakoff Robert P. Hanson 
John B. Thomas Jean M. Weipert Mark C. Pomeroy Douglas W. Campbell Denise M Kaplan 
Susan L Vogel-Vanderson Milton L. Williams Mark K. Riashi Lynda K. Chandler Steven C. Lee 
Karl T. Williams James A. Zaphinou Laura T. Rivero Gabriel J. Chin Kecia B. Lewis co 
Additional Gifts Cheiyl L Ziegler Tomaz Rizner Julia A. Cort Tyler Paetkau co 
'!> 
David S. Abramowitz Regina M. Schlatter Michael H. Cramer John W. Raihala _.. 
Kurt M. Becker Cynthia J Sherburn Adam J Dickstein Mark J. Ringes co 
..... 1937 ..... co Eric D. Brandfonbrener Susan T. Sterner David C. Forman Michael D. Rosenthal co 
Susan E. Brock Edward J. Strong Scott A. Huizenga Daniel J. Sheridan 
Michael N. Burlant TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $68,247 John P. Susany Jay R. Jolliffe Maureen P. Taylor 
Alexandra K. Callam $10,000+ Graham E. Taylor Hilde E. Kahn Paul G. Thompson 
Fred S. Campbell-Mohn Georgia P. Bullitt Patricia J. Thompson Gregory A. Kalscheur Jack M. Williams 
Patrick C. Cauley Rodd M. Schreiber Teri Threadgill McMahon Krista D. Kauper Additional Gifts 
Margaret Chon $5,000+ Reginald M. Turner Thomas H. Keyse David H. Baum 
Robert M. Cohen Gretchen J. Hudson lina S. VanDam Robert D. Labes Lawrence V. Brocchini 
Lee C. Cook John D. Hudson Jeffrey J. Vanwinkle Brad Lane Raymond I. Bruttomesso 
Maureen M. Crough Mary Elaine Johnston Bradley C. Weber Anne E. Larson Steven F. Cheriy 
Susan A. Davis $2,500+ Lee A. Wendel Ross A. Le1sman Lindsay Childress-Beatty 
Linda A. Elliott Mark S. Cohen Karin M. Wentz Raphael P. Lotilla Sandra M. Cotter 
John M. Genga Giuseppe Scassellati-Sforiolini John M West Marilyn K. Mann Catherine J. Courtney 
Anne E. Gold Sally C. Wineman Jonathan H. Margolies Marcella David 
Martha J. Gordon $1,000+ Marjorie M. Margolies Sharlene A. Deskins 
Robert B Gordon Marcus R. Colwell Melissa H. Maxman Tamara L. Detloff 
Abner S. Greene Domenica N. Hartman ..... 1933 ..... Sharon L. McConnell John E. Dunn 
Matthew I. Hafter Robert J. Hill Gregoiy J. Murphy Todd J Ehlman 
John G. Hale Jan Kang TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $100,745 Lisa M. Panepucci Steven R. Englund 
Eric C. Hard Thomas J. Knox $10,000+ Janice K. Procter-Murphy Michael S. Gadd 
John J. Hem David F. Kolin Donn M. Davis Mitchell J. Rapp Brian K. Gearinger 
Rick L. Hindmand Nancy L. Nagel Todd M. DuChene Patricia A. Riley Grant P. Gilezan 
Roberts E. lnveiss James M. Recker Scott W. Fowkes David J. Rowland Mary J. Houle Phillips 
Donald M. ltzkoff J. Adam Rothstein Jeffrey A. Hall Frank C. Shaw David L. Jenny 
Howard B. lwrey Thomas Schuerrle Seth E. Jacobson Mark R. Soble Elizabeth Jolliffe 
Harlan D. Kahn Sui-Yu Wu Aidan J Synnott Sheila A. Sundvall Donald M. Kerwin 
Mark A. Kaprelian Additional Gifts $5,000+ Gail H. Thomason Michael L Kidney 
Lawrence I. Kiem David A. Abrams Jeff E. Friedman James L Thompson Brandon D. Lawniczak 
Ramona C. Lackore Charles E. Armstrong $2.500+ Jonathan Tukel David N. Lutz 
Steven M. LaKind Julie M. Arva MacKenzie Robert C. Eustice Catherine C. VanKula Robert E. Malchman 
Warren C. Laski William L Burakoff Gregg A. Gilman George VanKula Rebecca J. McDade 
Karen K. Legault Celia I. Campbell-Mohn Scott M. Kosnoff Ena L. Weathers Richard R. McGill 
Richard A. Levy Robert L. Cohen Gaiy A. MacDonald Michael Mcleod 
Lisa S. Mankofsky Suzanne P Cohen Hard Rick Silverman 
····· 1989 ..... Creighton R. Meland Linda S Marshall Patrick F. Courtemanche Timothy F Mellett 
David M. Matuszewski Diane V Dygert $1.000+ Steven D. Meyers 
Lori A. McAllister Todd G. Frank Nicole V. Colwell TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $121,106 Dianne L Miller 
Carole L Nuechterlein Justin A. Gerak Maureen A. Darmanin $50,000+ Jeffrey D. Mills 
Daniel A. O'Fallon Jeremy A. Gibson Thomas C. Froehle May Liang Todd W. Rahmes 
Nat L. Pernick Frances W. Hamermesh Robert M. Gerstein $10,000+ Mark L Rickard 
Kial Poonsombudlert Martin Harris Marlene V. Greenberg Bruce G Tuchman Steven J. Rindsig 
Rebecca L Raftery Eric R. Hubbard Ward A. Greenberg $5,000+ Lucy S. Russell Charlotte H. Johnson Laura L Romeo Alexander W. Joel Matthew E. Berke Jeremy R. Salesin 
Nancy G. Rubin Russell N. Johnson Tamara L Joseph Ethan M. Posner Daniella Saltz 
Bernadette C. Sargeant Winston K. Jones Katherine F. Lauer James E. Schaafsma 
Douglas B. Shapiro Andi S. Kenney Scott A. Sinder $2,500+ Frederick P. Sheinfield 
David B. Sickle Dominique H. Lechien Additional Gifts Lydia Barry Kelley Thomas H. Thornburg 
Arthur H. Siegal Jon M. Lipshultz Cynthia A. Baker Sandip C. Bhattacharji John D. Tower 
Thomas M. Skelly William F. Little Mark A. Barnett Stephen W. Kelley Kristin M. Vanden Berg 
Gregory J. Sullivan David A. Lullo Karen L. Barr Robert S. Whitman Damon N Vocke 
................... ................................................................................................................................................................................... ............ ..... -·-···· 
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John T. Panourgias 
····· 1992····· ····· 1993····· ····· 1994····· Sara E. van Bernthal Barron F. Wallace Lisa M. Panourg1as 
TOTAL CIASS GIVING: $48,524 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $90,835 MarijaWillen Michael G. Redstone TOTAL CIASS GIVING: $50,485 Kevin C. Woodhouse Michael N. Romita 
Ruth E. Zimmerman Dianne B. Salesin $10,000+ $10,000+ $25,000+ 
Nader R. Boulos Susan R. Kohn Stephen J. Siegel Gregory S. Alovas 
$10,000+ Bruce J. Goldner $5,000+ Anthony L Simon 
Jeffrey J. Seifman Andrew B. Clubok David A Breach ····· 1990····· Hiroo Sano 
Ron D. Franklin $5,000+ Thomas G. Stanley $1,000+ 
Matthew F. Bergmann 
<O 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $29,285 Melanie H. Stein Timothy M Carlson $2.500+ 
Holly Fridholm Clubok 
OJ 
David R. Ebemart Kimberly S. Alcantara 
<p 
Robert K. Steinberg .... $2.500+ 
Lea A. Stone Michael D. Martin Oscar L. Alcantara $2,500+ 
<O Harold H. Hunter 
Patrick F. McGow Susan M. Marsch Aaron S. Ahola 
<O 
Randall M. Stone A James C. Melvin 
Jeremy E. Wenokur Cara A Ahola Sanford E. Perl John F Ward $1,000+ 
Tamilla F. Ghodsi Kenneth A. Wittenberg Sarah C. Zearfoss Joanne M Barbera Ori Rosen Colin J. Zick Additional Gifts Paul A. Bondor Elaine M. Rice $1,000+ 
Beth A. Behrend Bruce R. Byrd $1,000+ Christine M. Castellano Thomas E. Bejin KellyM. Hall Michael A. Brosse Julie B. Crockett ..... 1991 Michael E. Berg Christopher R. Nicastro Bradley L. Cohn Ronald G. OeWaard Noelle S. Berg Linda P. Nicastro Janene A. Collins Richard K. Kornfeld TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $54,274 Matthew H. Berns Douglass M. Rayburn Daniel M. Feeney Tracy E. Loomis $25,000+ Clarissa Cerda Howard M. Sendrovitz Cheryl A. Hipp K. Heather McRay David K. Callahan Henry R. Chalmers Yi Zhang Rick Hsu Tyler M. Paetkau SS.ODO+ Mark H. Colton Additional Gifts Liam B. Lavery Christoph Stadler Pran Jha Carla Conover Aly Dirk A. Beamer Christopher M. Nolan Additional Gifts David A. Moran Kathleen l. Davis John R. Bielerna Marcos A. Ramos Stacey R. Anthony William J. Dubinsky liesel E. Brand Stevens Ana G. Rodriguez Eric A. Barron $2,500+ Christin J. Garcia Mary E. Britton Margaret C. Wilson Timothy W. Brink Amy E. Kosnoff Gregory P. Gulia Thomas J. Buiteweg Robert G. Wilson Bizabeth B. Bryant $1,000+ Kenneth A. Hillier David M. Byrne Additional Gifts Harold R. Burroughs Robert J. Borthwick Jeffrey P. Hinebaugh Thomas D. Colis Jeffrey D. Appelt Scott J. Campbell William R. Burford Thomas P Howard Luis E. deBaca Nicole Appleberry John A Castaneda Michael K. lsenman Carolyn C. Jackson Evanne l. Dietz Ina J. Barish Pamela G. Costas Jill D. Neiman Jeffrey S. Kim Barry L Fischer Steven M. Baumer Tracy D. Daw Jennifer L. Taylor Charles K. Maier Kim A. Forde-Mazrui Otto Beatty Andrew S. Doctoroff Additional Gifts David Newmann Florian G. Gibitz Joshua G. Berman David N. Eskenazi William B. Batzer Pamela L Peters Cynthia F. Gilbertson Dean Bochner Bradley L Fisher Michael G. Canaras Mark T. Phillis Marisa A. Gomez Douglas Choi Michael F. Flanagan Ann I. Clowser Hilda L Piell Jamie C. Hecht Nisidis Patrick DeWine David L. Fleisher Jane G. Ditelberg Gary W. Reinbold Deborah A. Kop Garrett Duarte Jeffrey A Gallant Joshua L. Oitelberg Matthew J. Renaud David J. ledermann Camilla E. Erlandsdotter Frank J. Garcia Diane L Dorsey Neil A. Riemann Joseph B Levan Julia L. Ernst Geoffrey H. Genth James A. Flaggert B. Andrew Rifkin Lance E. Mathews Christopher R. Falk Robert M. Goldberg Steven C. Aorsheim Scott A. Schrader Anthony J. Mavnnac Heather K. Gerken Stephen P. Griebel Elise K. Foster Brian C. Silbernagel Stacey L. McGraw Helene Tami Glotzer Susan M Guindi Margo E. Freedman Teresa L Snider Jeffrey Moss Wendy A. Hallgren Thomas H. Howlett Robert J. Gilbertson Craig C. Stevens Douglas E. Onsi Teresa Holderer Peter E. Jaffe David B. Goldman Cortney G. Sylvester Christopher B Reid Jennifer L. Linderoth Blickenstaff Monika D. Jelic Kim R. Howlett Hiroto Terashima Alec D. Rogers Jill E. Major Hal evi David J. Kaufman John M. Kennedy Rocco E. Testani Lynn M. Shotwell Nicole B. Onsi Constance B. Kiggins Margo S. Kirchner Thomas D. Titsworth Bradley L Smith Mona J. Patel James B. Kimmel Maureen A. McAndrew Gordon J. Toering Laurie M. Stegman Erika K. Powers Appelt Pamela R. Kittrell Philip S. McCune David M. Traitel Anastasia L Urtz Gregory J. Ritts Stephen A Klein Jeffery J. Oualkinbush Joanne H. Turner Robynn L. Van Patten Elizabeth M. Rosenfeld Hideaki Kubo Molly Reilly Valerie J. Wald Tracy S. Weissman Greenough John I. Lazar Andrea M. Seielstad Michael D. Warren 
Michael S. Russell Steven M. levitan Eric J. Taylor Michael G. Weisberg 
Valerie L Russell Pamela A. Long David M. Thimmig 
Daniel S. Ruzumna James R. Marsh William G. lishkoff 
Thomas J. Seigel Sandra P. McGill Sadhna G. True 
Michael D. Silverman Molly McGinnis Stine Christopher A. White 
Dennis G. Soliven Charles McPhedran Kathryn Whittaker 
Karen L. Stevens Pierce Mary Beth Murphy Samuel C. Wisotzkey 
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David J Tess Joseph P. Topolski 
Donica T. Varner M. Todd Wade ····· 1997 ..... 
····· 1998····· 
····· 1999····· Michael L Weissman Nicole J. Wade 
Andrew M. Winograd Daniel A Wentworth TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $39.595 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $40,718 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $30.625 
Susan Wittenberg Melanie M West $10.000+ $10,000+ $10,000+ Vincent J. Wilk Liat A. Meisler Ron E. Meisler David E Aman 
····· 1995····· Patricia K. Winograd $5.000+ $5,000+ $2.500+ Meredith B. Jones Ethan D Dettmer Chang-lien Huang 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $28,608 
····· 1996····· $2,500+ Darnel E. Laytin Bnan M Steinhardt CD 
$10.000+ Kathleen M Olm $2,500+ Benjamin Su co Roberl B. Olin """ Enc J. Gorman TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $62,450 Geoffrey R Entress $1.000+ ' I\.) 
Aylice M Toohey $10,000+ $1,000+ Ira D. Finkelstein Kamran S Bajwa 0 0 
Todd S Aagaard 0 $1,000+ Harold E. fool $1.000+ Anthooy R. Miles 
Sophia S. Hartch Susan S Hassan Laura A Adderley Dina M. Khaled Steven K. Taylor 
limolhy E Hartch Paul J. Huff Kristen M. Flynn Nancy Klam Additional Gifts 
Roger A Hipp $5,000+ Jordan B. Hansell Joelle C Lumish Jasmine Ball 
Dawn A. Kreysar Holly Dalman Hales SilVla J. Hansell Susan E. Raffanello Jeannine Bell 
Josh A Levine Bryan S. Hales Daniel J Kheel Paul B Stephens Lacey Calhoun Sikora 
Deborah L Patton Maureen E. Sweeney Xiaoyu G. Liu Vorda L Tracey David B. Chamin 
Bruce Searby $2,500+ 
Shari Shepard Additional Gifts Adam B. Cox 
Andrew l Spilkm Kelli S Turner Thurston C Batley Sanjeev V Date Drew N Grabel 
Additional Gifts Richard A Norw1tt Additional Gifts Jeremy D Bisclorf William L Emerson 
Kathe!ine D Ashley Gil Raviv Arvie J. Anderson Michael Bobelian Kevin P. Ferguson 
Andrea D Axel Dina J Bakst Alison M &tier Adam B. Fine 
Bradford J. Axel 
$1,000+ Alexander D. Baldwin Andrea R Butler Jenny L Aoyd Smith 
Steven 0. Barrett Louise S Brock Arthur K Bartlett Sarah L Cave Jeff Gifford 
Scott L Barringion Robert C Sepucha Jonathan Brennan Vincent E. Ceccacc1 David R Grand 
Vincent Basulto Adriana V. Vlas1c John P. Brumbaugh C. Lew1s Collins Matthew I. Hall 
Peter C. Bedcerman Additional Gifts Scott L Darling Leonor Y Dicdican Adam D. Harris 
Shelley E. Bennett Joseph M. Boyte Michael D DuBay Michael B. Fisch Boan J. Howard 
Andrew P Boucher Jeff E. BuUer Rebekah Eubanks Gillian N Flory John C. Hughes 
Jon R Brandon Nathaniel Cade Freeman L Farrow Susan W Foxman David C Kirk 
Alan B Brown Susan M. Caperton John C Ford Michele L Frasier Wing Richard A Kline 
Michael A Carner Amy D Chambers Jeffrey H Kahn David S. Gingold Oliver J. Larson 
Daniel P Dain Thomas B. Cochrane Michael D Leffel Lisa M Kiner Evan K. Makela 
Judith G. Oeedy Mike K. Coddington Sarah A. Longstreth Ouynh G lam Michael J Mclaughlin 
Chnst1ne N Esclcilsen Jason A Crony Joshua D Luskin Robert J Maguire Kendra 0. Miller 
Michael T Frank Edward A Deibert David S Mendel James E. Myers Karen E. Phillips 
Ellen E. Freigang Kim E. Easter Matthew S. Miner Michelle L Patail Peter A. Re1chan 
Daniel J Greiner Richard J. Fine Nancy A Murphy Mark B. Periard Marc L Robinson 
Russell J. Herron Matthew B. Gatrell Cnstma E. Niccofin1 Nicole B Porter Todd W. Roeser 
James D. Humphrey Daniel P Ginsberg Angela I. Onwuach1.Willig Ann R. Reyes-Robbins Robert A Sanders 
Elizabeth A. Hurley Stephanie J. Gold Came G. Palmer RaJ N Shah Aaron C. Singer 
Reem F Jishi Nese B. Guendelsberger Elizabeth M. Provencio Jessica M Silbey Randy L Socol 
Richard Klannan Deborah L Hamilton William E. Quick Nikki S Sokol Matthew S Sosin 
Gerald F Leonard John C Hutt Jerome J. Roche George M Strander Dana A Thompson 
Jennifer W Lewis Jacqueline L Kadin Matthew J Russo Yoshihiro Takami 
OaV!d A luigs Matthew B. Kall Rachel L Sagan Mario J. Tarara 2000····· Beth C. Manes Naomi F Katz Daniel H. Sertin Phillandas T Thompson ... 
Sean A Monson Emmeline V. Kim Ann Skjei Brumbaugh Amy S. Thornborrow 
Jilhn B Moms Catherine E. Maxson Matthew J Thomas Knsten M Tsangans TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $15,810 
Jos6 Maria A Ochave Bradley Miller Yvette M VanRiper Susan W Waesco $2,500+ 
Brian O'Donnell Deborah I. Ondersma Hardy Vieux Matthias F. Wolf DenmsP.Martm 
Mark V. Roeder Eric R Philli~ EriM W Waldner Kathryn A Youel Page Gregory R Walker 
David L Schwartz Lauren B. Raphael Jennifer S Warren Elin B. Young Megan G. Walker 
Maura L Scott Patrick C. Schminer $1,000+ 
Svat1 K. Shashank Amit Shashank Dina Grinshpun 
Kirsten K. Solberg Jamina E. Tepley Corey A. Harns 
Noceeba Southern Jessica Toll Jeffrey Klain 
Paul J. Tauber John E. Wise Norberto P. Salinas 
T Chns Workman 
········ ··········· ........................................... ········ .. ························ ...................................................... ·························· ······················· 
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John T. Panourgias 
····· 1992····· ····· 1993····· ····· 1994····· Sara E. von Bernthal Barron F. Wallace Lisa M Panourgias 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $48,524 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $90,835 Marija Willen Michael G. Redstone TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $50,485 Michael N. Romita Kevin C. Woodhouse 
Ruth E. Zimmerman Dianne B. Salesin $10,000+ $10,000+ $25,000+ 
Susan R. Kohn Nader R. Boulos Stephen J. Siegel Gregory S. Arovas 
$10.000+ Bruce J. Goldner $5,000+ Anthony L Simon 
Jeffrey J. Seifman Andrew B. Clubok David A. Breach ····· 1990····· Hiroo Sono 
Ron 0. Franklin $5,000+ Thomas G. Stanley $1,000+ 
Matthew F. Bergmann 
CD 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $29,285 Melanie H. Stein Timothy M. Carlson $2,500+ 
Holly Fridholm Clubok 
CX> 
David R. Eberhart Kimberly S. Alcantara 
cp 
Robert K. Steinberg .... $2,500+ 
Lea A. Stone Michael 0. Martin Oscar L Alcantara $2,500+ 
CD Harold H. Hunter 
Patrick F. McGow Susan M. Marsch Aaron S. Ahola 
CD 
Randall M. Stone ~ James C. Melvin 
Jeremy E. Wenokur Cara A. Ahola Sanford E. Perl John F. Ward $1,000+ 
Tamilla F. Ghodsi Kenneth A. Wittenberg Sarah C. Zearfoss Joanne M. Barbera Ori Rosen Colin J. Zick Additional Gifts Paul A. Bonder Elaine M. Rice $1,000+ 
Beth A. Behrend Bruce R. Byrd $1,000+ Christine M. Castellano Thomas E. Bejin Kelly M. Hall Michael A. Brosse Julie B. Crockett ····· 1991 Michael E. Berg Christopher R. Nicastro Bradley L Cohn Ronald G. Dewaard Noelle S. Berg Linda P. Nicastro Janene A. Collins Richard K Kornfeld TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $54.274 Matthew H. Berns Douglass M. Rayburn Daniel M. Feeney Tracy E. Loomis $25,000+ Clarissa Cerda Howard M. Sendrovit2 Cheryl A. Hipp K. Heather McRay David K. Callahan Henry R. Chalmers Yi Zhang Rick Hsu Tyler M. Paetkau $5,000+ Mark H. Colton Additional Gifts Liam B. Lavery Christoph Stadler Pran Jha Carla Conover Aly Dirk A. Beamer Christopher M. Nolan Additional Gifts David A. Moran Kathleen L. Davis John R. Bielema Marcos A. Ramos Stacey R. Anthony William J. Dubinsky Liesel E. Brand Stevens Ana G. Rodriguez Eric A. Barron $2.500+ Christin J. Garcia Mary E. Britton Margaret C Wilson 1imothy W. Brink Amy E. Kosnoff Gregory P. Gulia Thomas J. Buiteweg Robert G. Wilson Elizabeth B. Bryant $1,000+ Kenneth R. Hillier David M. Byrne Additional Gifts Harold R. Burroughs Robert J. Borthwick Jeffrey P. Hinebaugh Thomas D. Colis Jeffrey 0. Appelt Scott J. Campbell William R. Burford Thomas P. Howard Luis E. deBaca Nicole Appleberry John A. Castaneda Michael K. lsenman Carolyn C. Jackson Evanne L Dietz Ina J. Barish Pamela G. Costas Jill D. Neiman Jeffrey S. Kim Barry L. Rscher Steven M. Baumer Tracy D. Daw Jennifer L Taylor Charles K. Maier Kim A. Forde-Mazrui Otto Beatty Andrew S. Doctoroff Additional Gifts David Newmann Florian G. Gibitz Joshua G. Berman David N Eskenazi William B. Batzer Pamela L Peters Cynthia F. Gilbertson Dean Bochner Bradley L. Rsher Michael G. Canaras Mark T. Phillis Marisa A. Gomez Douglas Choi Michael F. Flanagan Ann I Clowser Hilda L. Piell Jamie C. Hecht Nisidis Patrick DeWine David L. Fleisher Jane G. Ditelberg Gary W Reinbold Deborah A. Kop Garrett Duarte Jeffrey A. Gallant Joshua L. Ditelberg Matthew J Renaud David J. Ledermann Camilla E. Erlandsdotter Frank J. Garcia Diane L Dorsey Neil A. Riemann Joseph B. Levan Julia L Ernst Geoffrey H. Genth James A. Flaggert B. Andrew Rifkin Lance E. Mathews Christopher R. Falk Robert M. Goldberg Steven C. Aorshe1m Scott A. Schrader Anthony J. Mavrinac Heather K. Gerken Stephen P. Griebel Elise K Foster Brian C Silbernagel Stacey L. McGraw Helene Tami Glotzer Susan M. Guindi Margo E. Freedman Teresa L Snider Jeffrey Moss Wendy A. Hallgren Thomas H. Howlett Robert J. Gilbertson Craig C. Stevens Douglas E Onsi Teresa Holderer Peter E. Jaffe David B. Goldman Cortney G. Sylvester Christopher B. Reid Jennifer L Linderoth Blickenstaff Monika D. Jelic Kim R. Howlett Hirota Terashima Alec D. Rogers Jill E. Major HaLevi David J. Kaufman John M. Kennedy Rocco E. Testani Lynn M. Shotwell Nicole B. Onsi Constance B. Kiggins Margo S. Kirchner Thomas D. Titsworth Bradley L Smith Mona J. Patel James B. Kimmel Maureen A. McAndrew Gordon J. Toering Laurie M. Stegman Erika K. Powers Appelt Pamela A Kittrell Philip S. McCune David M. Traitel Anastasia L Urtz Gregory J. Ritts Stephen A. Klein Jeffery J. Qualkinbush Joanne H. Turner Robynn L Van Patten Elizabeth M. Rosenfeld Hideaki Kubo Molly Reilly Valerie J. Wald Tracy S Weissman Greenough John I. Lazar Andrea M. Seielstad Michael D. Warren 
Michael S. Russell Steven M. Levitan Enc J. Taylor Michael G. Weisberg 
Valene L. Russell Pamela A. Long David M. Thimmig 
Daniel S. Ruzumna James R. Marsh William G. Tishkoff 
Thomas J. Seigel Sandra P. McGill Sadhna G. True 
Michael D. Silverman Molly McGinnis Stine Christopher A. White 
Dennis G. Soliven Charles McPhedran Kathryn Whittaker 
Karen L. Stevens Pierce Mary Beth Murphy Samuel C. Wisotzkey 
································ .. 
········· ............................................................... ............................................................ .............................................. 
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David J. Tess Joseph P. Topolski 
Donica T Varner M. Todd Wade ····· 1997 ..... .. ... 1993 ..... ..... 1999 ..... 
Michael L Weissman Nicole J Wade 
Andrew M Winograd Daniel A. Wentworth TOTAL ClASS GIVING: $39.595 TOTAL ClASS GIVING: $40,ne TOTAL CLASS GIVING $30,625 
Susan Wittenberg Melanie M West Sl0,000+ Sl0,000+ S10,000+ 
Vincent J. Wilk Liat R Meisler Ron E. Me1sleI Dav1d E. Aman 
..... 1995 ..... Patricia K. Winograd $5,000+ $5,000+ $2,500+ 
Meredith B. Jones Ethan D. Dettmer Chang-lien Huang 
TOTAL ClASS GIVING: $28,608 ..... 1995 ..... $2,500+ Darnel E laytin Boan M. Steinhardt .... CD 
St0,000+ Kathleen M. Olin $2,500+ Benjamin Su CD 
""" E11c J G01Tnan TOTAL ClASS GIVING: $62.450 Robert B. Olm Geoffrey R. Entress SI.ODO+ N 0 
Aylice M Toohey St0.000+ St.ODO+ Ira D. Finkelstein Kamran S. Baiwa 0 0 
$1.000+ Harold E. Fool Todd S. Aagaard $1.000+ Anthony R. Miles 
Sophia S. Hartch Susan S Hassan Laura A Adderley Dina M Khaled Steven K. T ayf or 
Timothy E. Hartch Paul J Huff Kristen M Flynn Nancy Klain Additional Gihs 
Roger A. Hipp $5,000+ Jordan B. Hanrell Joelle C lumish Jasmine Ball 
Dawn A. Kreysar Holly Dalman Hales Silvia J. Hansell Susan E. Raffanello Jeannine Bell 
Josh A. Levine Blyan S Hales Daniel J Kheel Paul B. Stephens Lacey Calhoun Sikora 
Deborah L Panon Maureen E. Sweeney Xiaoyu G Liu Vonda L Tracey David B. Chamin 
Bruce Searby $2.500+ 
Shari Shepard Additional Gifts Adam B. Cox 
Andrew l Sp lkm Kelli S Turner Thurston C. Bailey Sanjeev V Date Drew N Grabel 
Additional Gifts Richard A Norwitt Additional Gifts Jeremy D. B1sdorf William L Emerson 
Kathenne D. Ashley Gil Ravrv Arvie J Anderson Michael Bobelian Kevin P. Ferguson 
Andrea D. Axel Dina J Bakst Alison M ButleI AdamB.Flne 
Bradford J. Axel St.ODO+ Alexander D. Baldwin Andrea R. Butler Jenny L Floyd Smith 
Steven D. Barren Louise S Brock Arthur K Bartlett Sarah L Cave Jeff Gifford 
Scan L Bamngton Robert C Sepucha Jonathan Brerman Vincent E. Cea:aa:i David R. Grand 
Vincent Basulto Adriana V. Vlasic John P Brumbaugh C. Lewis Collins Malthew I Hall 
Peter C. Beckerman Additional Gifts Scott L Darling Leonor Y D1cd1can Adam D. Harris 
Shelley E. Bennen Joseph M Boyle Michael 0. DuBay Michael B Fisch Bnan J Howard 
Andrew P Boucher Jeff E. Butler Rebekah Eubanks Gillian N Flory John C. Hughes 
Jon R. Brandon Nathaniel Cade Freeman l. Farrow Susan W Foxman DavidC. Kirlc 
Alan B Brown Susan M. Caperton John C. Ford Michele l. Frasier Wing Richard A. Kline 
Michael A. Carrier Amy 0 Chambers Jeffrey H. Kahn David S. Gingold Oliver J. Larson 
Daniel P. Dain Thomas B Cochrane Michael 0 Leffel Lisa M. Kiner Evan K. Makela 
Judith G. Deedy Mike K Coddington Sarah A. Longstreth Ouynh G. Lam Michael J Mclaughlin 
Chnstine N. Esckilsen Jason A. Crotty JCIShua D. Luskin Robert J Maguire Kendra D. Miller 
Michael t Frank Edward A Deibert David S. Mendel James E. Myers Karen E. Phillips 
Ellen E. Freigang Kim E. Easter Matthew S. Miner Michelle L Patail Peter A. Reichart 
Darnel J. Greiner Richard J Fine Nancy A Murphy Marie B. Periard Marc L Robinson 
Russell J. Herron Malthew B Gatrell C11stina E Niccolini Nicole B Porter Todd W Roeser 
James D. Humphrey Daniel P Ginsberg Angela I. Onwuachi-Willig Ann R. Reyes-Robbins Robert A. Sanders 
8izabeth A. Hurley Stephanie J. Gold Came G Palmer RaJ N Shah Aaron C Singer 
Reem F J1sh1 Nese B Guendelsberger Elizabeth M Provencio Jessica M Silbey Randy L Socol 
Richard Klarman Deborah L Hamilton William E. Quick Nikki S. Sokol Matthew S. Sosin 
Gerald F. leonard John C Hutt Jerome J. Roche George M. Strander Dana A. Thompson 
Jennifer W lewis Jacqueline L Kadin Malthew J. Russo Yoshihiro Takami 
David A. lu1gs Matthew B Kall Rachel L Sagan Mano J. Tarara 
..... 2000 ..... Beth C. Manes Naomi F Katz Daniel H Sertin Phillandas t Thompson 
Sean A Monson Emmeline V. Kim Ann Skjei Brumbaugh Amy S. Thornborrow 
JohnB Moms Catherine E. Maxson Matthew J Thomas Kristen M Tsangans TOTAL ClASS GIVING: St5,810 
Jose Maria A. Ochave Bradley Miller Yvette M VanRiper Susan W. Waesco $2,500+ 
Boan O'Donnell Deborah I. Ondersma Hardy Vieux Matthias F Wolf Dennis P. Martin 
MarlcV Roeder Enc R Phillips Ennn W Waldner Kathryn A. Youel Page Gregory R. Walker 
David l. Schwartz Lauren B Raphael Jennifer S. Warren Ehn B. Young Megan G. Walker 
Maura L Scott Patrick C. Schminer St.ODO+ 
Svat1 K. Shashank Amit Shashank Dina Gnnshpun 
Kirsten K. Solberg Jamina E. Tepley Corey R. Harris 
Noceeba Southern Jessica Toll Jeffrey Klain 
Paul J. Tauber John E Wise Norberto P Salinas 
I Chris Workman 
. ··················································· ....... ······································· ······················ ..... ············································· .................... . 
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Additional Gifts Jennifer l. Saulino 
..... 2003····· Rebecca S. Giltner Joelle B. Larson Jasmine Abdel·Khalik JoAnn K. Slater Brian C. Hagerty Aaron M. Lewis 
Kimberly D. Bailey Judd R. Spray TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $18,662 Emily C. Korstange Tara E. Mahoney Adam M. Becker Seth F. Wilkinson John E. Lazar Emiliano 0 Martinez 
Christopher J. Burke Zahraa V. Wilkinson $2,500+ Allison B. Levy Courtni E. Moorman 
Rochelle l Chamin Ryan H. Wu Emily S. Janz Katie C. Lorenz Nentcho P. Nentchev 
Jennifer A. Chin Neal J. Reenan Sara K. MacWilliams Elisabeth J. Neubauer 
Matthew Clash-Drexler 
..... 2002····· $1,000+ Kristin A. Meister Brian 0. O'Neill N Sara W. Clash-Drexler Ashley M. Bauer Justin M. Nichols Maureen C. Onyeagbako 0 
Cl Jenny K. Cooper Bridgette A. Carr James l Peterka Kenneth W. Parsons 0 
N Anne K. Cusick TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $13,627 Eric R. Goodman Jean Y. Rhee Casius H. Pealer 
0 
0 Abhijit Oas $2,500+ Ryan D. Junck Marcy L Rosen 0. Andrew Pietro 
O> Marita C. Etcubanez Elizabeth l. Carr David H. Kaplan Jeremy A. Schulze Robbin C. Pott 
Leslie P Hinds St·Surin $1,000+ Daniel Raetchi Melissa L Schwab Matthew D. Pryor 
Ji Hu Catherine M. Carroll Additional Gilts Marshall R. Seese Andrew D. Schlichter 
Glenn H. Kaminsky Ryan J. Danks David G. Alderson Louis M. Segreti Elizabeth A. Seger 
than Kim Shannon N. Salinas David Azcue J.D. Siegel Joseph R. Sgroi 
Lloyd J. Lemmen Additional Gifts Gail S. Bayarin Hope M. Spencar Morgan M. Smith Alexandra I MacKay JilrgenAdam Philip K. Bayer John J. Tepedino Ross E. Smith Mitch A. Price Alvaro M. Alvarez Christina M. Berish David J. Ward Jean Soh Tom I. Romero Marina l. Alvarez Joscelyn C. Boucher Selia M. Warren Sue Wang Corin R. Swift Lori E. Arz Amanda Burke Sarah A. Wasserman Rajec Mario J. Weber Steve J. Tenai Eric A. Baker Stefanie A. Doebler James A. Wright Elizabeth S. Weinstein Matthew R. VanderGoot Anne Becker S. Wierbick1 Timm F. Ebner Megan K. Whyte Elefteris Velesiotis Nathan E. Wilhite Carole J. BenEzra Ellen A. Gish 
·····2005 ·· .. · Robert J. Waldner Shlome S. Benezra Kenneth J. Gish Mashiho Yuasa 
Justin S. Brennan Alicia F. Goldin TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $20.Jn 
..... 2001 ..... Jon C. Clark Bradley J Herrema $5,000+ ..... 2006····· Linda K. Clark Stephanie Y Hu 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $14,118 LisaJ. Cole Nicholas S. Janiga 
Aaron A Ostrovsky 
Andrea D. Ostrovsky TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $28,811 Jeanine H. Dankoff Jeffrey D. Klingman $5,000+ Charlie L. Divine Jodi E. Lopez $1,000+ $2,500+ Karen Krehbiel Josh B. Oobrowitsky Anna-Rose Mathieson Russell L Cole John R. Edwards 
$2,500+ Ryan M. Harding Christina M. McGill Yi Gao $1,000+ 
Neal E. Sawatzke Colin C. Heitzmann Kristin E. Neilson Kathleen P. Lally Joseph Ashby 
$1,000+ Tamara G. Jain James D. Peters Megan C. McCulloch Benjamin Blaustein 
Eve Brensike Primus Sarah S. Keast Kristin L Peters Brian H. Pandya Heidi S. Bond 
Deborah A. Haase Noah S. Leavitt AmyP. Purcell Additional Gifts Kathryn G. Cole 
Sally Jean Penna Amy Y. Liu James W. Rose Regina Abayev Matthew J. Nolan 
Narai Sugino James l. Mathewson Hana A. Sato Justin A Amash Trisha M. Rich 
Additional Gilts Jessica P. Mathewson Jimmie l. Webster Jonathan D. Brodhag A. Joshua Ruland 
John A. Amash Benjamin W. McDonough Brian A. Young Alicia M. Broughel Colin E. Schreck 
Ryan F. Bloom David E. Mills Gary K. Brucker Justin W. Solomon 
Jason H. Casell Emily l. Murray 
····· 2004····· Andrew D. Cattell Additional Gifts Shayna S. Cook Brian C. Neal Christine E. Czuprynski Bethany C. Ace 
Cristina R. Cooper Christopher R. Noyes TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $8.378 Michael B. Daniel Aaron M. Bartell 
Jean-Marc Corredor Devin B. O'Neill Kathryn A. DeVillez Sarah Bender-Nash 
Kelly M. Corredor Victoria Q Smith $1,000+ Peter C. DiCola Miguel A. Brizuela 
Kevin M. Costantino Daniel F. Spies Nathan J. Hole James A. Earl Joshua D. Bums 
Andrew B. Demers Peter P. Tomczak Additional Gilts Dominic J. Ferullo Jennifer D. Carter.Johnson 
Paul A. Diller Tatyana Trakht Michael 0. Adamski Terrence Finneran Benjamin S. Chaset 
Cathenne T. Dobrowitsky Ellisen S. Turner Joshua A. Agen Brendan J. Geary Sarah M. Chopp 
Paul J. Dutton Jill l. Van Dalen Kavitha J. Babu Adam D. Grant David D. Coe 
Todd A. Frankel John D. Webster Gabriel M. Brecher Margaret C. Hannon Rebecca M. Couto da Silva 
Jami A. Gekas James A. Whitney John Bunyan Johanna K. Hartvvig Trent S. Crable 
Robert A. Greebel Brenton M. Williams Jennifer R. Callaghan Gates S. Hurand Clifford S. Davidson 
Alan S. Kahn Rebecca E. Chavez Bjorn K. Johnson Anthony A. Donn 
Karl S. Nastrom Jacob D. Drouillard Michael Y. Kieval Talia C. Oubovi 
Danielle A. Phillip Joshua J. Ellison Jonathan Kirley Bernard A. Eskandari 
Eric E. Reed Matthew l Ferris Corin M. Korenaga Michael P. Favreno 
Asim Rehman Anthony D. Gill Michael J. Krautner Anne N. Finken 
Jacob Russin Erin E. Gill Vincent C. Kuebler Anne C. Fitzpatrick 
............................................................................................................................................ ............ ........................................................................ 
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Enc D. Foerg Elizabeth L Geary Wallace J. Lee ..... 2010····· Jacob A. Walker 
Jason D Glenn Darren J. Greca Adam B Litle 
Frances Y. Watters 
Anal T Grosfeld Brian A. Hawkins Nicole N Lommer TOTAL CLASS GIVlNG: $8,(162 
Spencer F. Walters 
Leanne E. Hartmann Osborne L Hazel Diana C. Miller Stephanie Albrecht 
Gillian L Warmflash 
Sarah E Molenkamp John Weaver Jennifer J. Helms Jennifer J. Hill M1rY.AJi Jacob K. Weixler 
Matthew P Herrick Jeffrey Jacobi Saee M Muzumdar Lara M. Bach Chnstine M. Neuhanh Ellen F. Wetmore Barbara Hou Neal P Jagtap Brittlynn H Bums Aesha R Pallesen Lin Xiao Sophia E. Hudson Allison Kent EncJ Burns N 
Haley K. Krug Jonah B. Platt 
0 
Patnck T. Jordan Enk J. Carson 0 Christopher D. Porter Q) Dana L. Kaersvang Bria E. LaSalle Mertens WonjinChoi ..... 2011 "-> 
Cynthia S. Kao Kelvin M Lawrence Michael J Ruttinger ClvlstOJiler M. Chubb 0 Daniel J. Silvenhom .... Justine Lazarus Emilie C. Mauueu Sara S. Chubb TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $9,638 
Sonah Lee John P. Mertens Michelle A. Silverthorn Katherine A. Conlin 
Sylvla Lee Raghava Murthy David Szeker Marg1a K. Comer Michael J. Adler 
Mandy Legal Sara A. Nicholson Kart L Wenzloff Dawud J Crooms Alan J. Alexander 
Jason L Lichtman Taryn C Null Scott C. Wilcox Kerstyi'l H. Crnmb Chnstopher M Allen 
Lisa K. Loesel Alexandra L Popoff Gregory M Yen Eliza T. Davis Elizabeth J Allen 
Alexandra H. Magill Bromer Jacqueline V. Roeder Chris J. Zhen James H. Dunfee Daniel D. Ambar 
Bayrex Marti Bizabeth M Ryan Oingchuan Zhong Sara E. Echenique Andrea S. Anantharam 
MaryC. Martin Raman Santra Ross B. Faith Matthew T. Anderson 
Daniel E. Martinez Erin C. Schultz 
····· 2009····· Andrew F Fink Hanna A. Baek Vannesa C Martinez Amethyst C. Smith Afrr/ M Aoraday Sarah A. Banco 
David T. McGee Diana Spresser TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $7,306 Jusun A. Gayle Jonathan A. Baitner 
Bise J. McGee Monica M Vela·Vick Matthew Goodman Jonathan P Biater 
DalKleline Merne Bi J. Voooegut $2.500+ Zachary t Gordon Matthew J. Budow 
Alexandra L Mertens Paul J. Wellington Laura N Ferrell Keith D. Greenberg Michael J. Bujold 
Michael A. Pearson TengfeiWu Additional Gifts Daniel A. Grossman Marie C. Buresh 
Benjamin H. Pensak Charles C. Ballew Judd Grutman Elizabeth A. Campbell 
Justin C. Pfeiffer 
·····2008····· Matthew L Barrett Michael P Hedin Nicholas Chang Ryan J. RettmaM Eric A. Bulcstein Kacey E Houston Walker Joseph R CoOOm 
Charlotte M Ritz TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $18,112 Valerie N. Clarie lvona Jos1povic Matthew L. Conrad Ryan A. Roman Rebecca A Cohen Marc L Kaplan Adam Cowing 
Guy A. Rub $5,000+ Maria L Oomanskis Sophie Kasimow Ashley L Daly 
Douglas L Sanders Nicole A. Allen Jason S. Dreifuss Anastasia N. Kaup Pier D. DeRoo 
Douglas R Sargent $2.500+ Matthew E. Gale Kathryn Ladewski Adam P. Dickson 
Jeffrey R. Tucker Brittany D. Par1ing Sarah B Gleich Siobhan F Lam John T Duffey 
Jason S. Weinstein Grant R Riedesel Elyse M. Greenwald Frances S. Lewis Laura H Ellis 
Noam Wiener $1,000+ AJ1t1a A. Handy XiaoJ Liu Oavld N Fautsch 
Adam B. Wolfson Carolyn M. Grunst Mary E. Hanna-Weir Stephen E. Moyer Scott J. Fishwick 
Mitchell D. Holzrichter Heather M. Karell Sandeep D. Navalgund Jaclyn R Giffen 
····· 2007····· 
David F Kowalski Josejil T. Neely Susan N. Goldis Goren 
Additional Gifts Gregory W. Lavigne Rebecca M. Oyama Jeffrey L Golds 
Joshua B. Albertson Serena G Liu Ryan A. Particka Michael T Guitar 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $8,695 Kara C. Alesi Chune Loong Lum Syed A. Rafatullah Emily C. Haigh 
$1,000+ Marcus R. Bach-Armas Annise K. Maguire Kyle J. Recker Michael R. Huston 
Margaret P A1senbrey Aeran N. Baskin Amie L Medley Nicholas A. Reider Kaitlin Jackson 
Roben P. Stockman Dano Botghesan Tatiana Melnik Megan L Rodgers Rachel M. Jacobson 
Jeremy M Suhr Pamela S. Brantley Russell C. Petrella Kristina M Saleh Linda E. Jong 
Additional Gifts 
Kelsey N Chin Daniella T Polar lbert G. Schultz Brema D Kelly 
Jordan S. Adler 
Mithael T. Olin Wasim W. Ouadir Samara K. Schwartz Gavin 0. Kentch 
Krista D. Adler 
Craig I. Chosiad Kevin B Reidy Steven R Schwartz Beth J Kerwin 
Lubna A. Alam 
MariaMe W Chow Eric C. Schmale Quentin L Smith Jesse J Kirchner 
MarcM. Allon 
David G. Cooper Beth A. Schwanke Changsheng Song Mary Kendra Klump 
Laura E. Appleby Laura J. Davis Peter B. Skrief Ondrej Staviscak Diaz Tomek J. Koszylko 
Caitlin Bair 
Kathryn M Drenning Ronald A. Spinner Benjamin J. Stein Christopher M. Kurp1nski 
Ben1amin S Baum 
Jason R. Gorczynski Kelli G. Sussman Ashley E. Tan William M Leahy 
Tracy E. Combs 
Karin M. Hoekstra Mustafa Unlu Adriane R Theis Matthew J louik 
Amanda K. Dalio 
Yun Yun Huang Kathenne S. Walton Sarah E. Tremoot Marvin J. Lowenthal 
Brian C. Doughty 
Theodore P. Kill Tiffany V. Wang James N Truin Chenling Ma 
Aisha A. Elmquist 
Monica R Klosterman David C Weiss Sarah VanVolkenburgh Tad J. Macfarlan 
Andrew S. Knepley Lea Zuber Nichole M Venious Aqsa Mahmud Kyle Y Faget Kyle H. Landis-Marinello 
Joel A. Flaxman 
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2~ 
James R. Mangum Robert D. Boley Bianca S. Levin-Soler 
..... 2013····· Sarah H. Licht Jesse L Maniff Frederick A. Braunstein Jeremy D. Lockhart Evelyn Liristis 
Eric H. Mao Sharon I. Brett Lucas C. Lux 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $8,145 Lora E. Macdonald Aurora Maoz William K. Briggs Colleen F. Manwell Andrew W. Alexander Aaron S. Markel Lucia L Marker-Moore Benjamin Brown Katherine L Marcuz Jhale Ali Christiana M. Martenson Jonathan R. Markman Frank A. Buda Karmyn J. McCloud Jacki L Anderson Joseph D. Mead Christopher D. Marshall Leah M. Bueso Stacey C. McClurkin Laura Andrade Jesse C. Medlong Lee B. Maynard Evan A. Gass Jennifer G. Meyer Kimberly G. Ang Adam B. Miller-Howard N Peter E. McGraw Brian Y. Chang Joseph P. Michaels Jack A. Morgan 0 AnkitBahri _. Matthew L. McHale Andrew Y. Cheng Katherine V. Miler Joseph R. Morrison 
. Katie J. Mcloughlin Ceridwen B. Cherry Julie E. Milligan Melissa A. Barahona Jessica A. Morton 
"' Elana R. Beale 0 Nicholas A. Misek MoonJ. Choi Matthew C. Mooahan Sarah J. Moskow 
w Katherine F. Mitroka Charlotta L. Chung Amy E. Murphy Varun Behl Nicholas D. Mueller Kenneth J. Black Katherine H. Nielson Kaley M. Connelly J.P. Nogues Sarah L. Black William C. Mullen Jeanne L. Nishimoto Matthew M. Conrad Katherine M. O'Connor Matthew R. Boucher Leyton P. Nelsoo Leigh A. O'Dell Spencer D. Critchett Zachary E. Oswald Christopher S. Brannan Allison M. Nichols Nika B. Palama Sarah L. Cylkowski Jason Z. Pesick Elihai A. Braun Alexandra L. Nickow Dustin M. Parmley Jack f. Dafoe Jordan D. Peterson Aaron P. Brecher Elizabeth A. Och Jaclyn R. Podor Peter H. Dahlquist Samuel P. Plott John R. Broderick Adrian A. Ohmer Chad J. Ray Mary Clare DeBartolo Zachary F. Proulx Kathryn P. Bullard Robert J. Oloughlin Jonah 0. Roth Zach D. Dembo Charles R. Quigg Michael Byun Alidz Oshagan Anne I. Salomon Johanna S. Dennehy Benjamin B. Reed Christina C. Castedo Mark A. Osmond Rukku Singla William H. Ellerbe John J. Robinson Giles T. Chandler Matthew B. Parelman Lauren S. Smith Timothy M. Estep MimaRomic Dorothy Chang Patrick D. Perkins Grace L St. Vincent Rachel J. Ezzell Victoria R. Roth Pearl E. Pickett 
Stephen V. St Vincent llya lilldsherov Samuel N. Rudman Sangzi S. Chen Benjamin F. Reaveley 
Joseph R. Steinbronn Brian K. Fitzpatrick Nadia E. Said Brian J. Connolly Joseph A. Reiter Erin E. Conti James N. Stephens Joseph W. Friedmann Stephanie L Salter 8izabeth C. Daligga Katherine A. Robinson Robert M. Swenson Alex J. Fumelli Takaya Sato James 0. Do Leora R. Rodenstein lmran J. Syed Jerome Galang Christiana L Signs Aghogho 0. Edevbie Joanna G. Rogow Matthew J. Talley Sanjeet S. Ganjam Daniel Signs Jordan D. Rosenfeld 
William R. Thomas Connor T. Gants Zachary L. Sorman Emily A. Elliott Nina Ruvinsky 
Kimberly B. 1imko Stephen Gilson Christin M. Spradley Taylor R. Evenson Katarzyna Ryzewska Lara E. Finkbeiner Atasi S. Uppal Lindsey N. Golden Karl A Stampfl Anika C. Fischer Sogoal A Safari Samuel P. VanVolkenburgh John M. Graves Sarah G. Steege Caroline A. Flynn Christopher J. Schad Alex S. Vo Manolo Guardiola Megan N. Steele Travis L. Scher 
Qian Wang Jena C. Gutierrez AmyM.Stein Meredith B. Garry Peter E. Scherer 
Daniel U. Warsh Lisa N. Haidostian Nichole L Sterling Elizabeth M. Gary Daniella A. Schmidt 
Rory M. Wellever Samir R. Hanna Molly E. Storey Katherine R. Getz Renee J. Schamp Sara A. Gibson Valerie Z. Wicks Gautam S. Hans Anand W. Sudhakar Kathryn E. Gilbert lrine A. Sorser Hailey M. Witt Golds Carrie E. Hanson Rich Sun Justin J. Gillett Aryn E. Sothbarr Stephen M. Woodcock Steven J. Hanton Ramzi N. Takla Emily Goldman Robby C. Staley Stephanie A. Yoshida Amber A Hay Xiyi Tang Jenna L Goldstein Peter M. Starr Celia G. Hicks Adam R. Teitelbaum Heather N. Goodlett Sean M. Stiff 
..... 2012····· Hilary M. Holland Carlos J. Torres Rachel L Granneman Anisha Sud Chloe I. Holzman Ignacio Antonio Martfn Urbina Elizabeth J. Grossman Kylee J Sunderlin Rebecca E. Houck Molfino Anne M. Szczubelek 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $14,593 Emily F. Huang Erin R. Van Campen Tara J. Hawley Gabriel L. Tabak 
$1,1100+ Michael J. Huff Stijn Van Osch Christopher M. Hayes Lyman Thai 
Ryan Duffield Phillip L Hurst Kevan W. Ventura Joshua G. Hazan Alyce W. Thompson 
Jamie L. Loeks Caitlin B. Johnson Amy H. Walters Max B. Hensley Josephine Tung Anna M. Hill 
Additional Gifts David C. Johnson Yue Wang Brian A. Holbrook Sage Van<len Heuvel 
Marisa E. Adelson Dorothy F. Kaslow Charles Weikel Elizabeth D. Houghton Allison L. Waks 
Kelechi E. Adibe Claire M. Kaup Adam S. Weiner Brian L. Howard Ryan C. Watkins 
Azmif.Ahmad Rebecca M. Klein Paul L. Western Gaitlin R. Howitt Molly M. Watters 
Eric P. Alpert John l Koehler Garrie E. Wilson Erica A. Jankelovitz Cassie R. Weaver 
Katharine F. Barach Judith Kong Christa D. Wittenberg Jaclyn A Kelley.Widmer John K. Whitaker 
Stephen C. Bartenstein Samantha M. Koshgarian Phillip J. Zeeck Anne C. Kruger Nicholas S. Whitaker 
Leah G. Beitner Paul V. Kuppich Xiaoqian Zou William W. Kwok Terrill A. Wilkins 
Timothy A. Bekkers Alex M. Lacey John M. Zwier Julianne M. Landsvik Laura Wolff 
Justin A. Benson David P. Levine Kimberly A. Leaman Hessel E. Yntema 
30 
..... 2014····· Shira E. Gordon Levi J. Smith Katherine C. Warren Laura A. Grai Zackaiy L Stillings Enn E. Whitney 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $'9.572 UrseJa M. Groat Andrea M. Taylor Anna B Wolonciej Justin D. Hoag Allyson R Terpsma Angela E. Xu 
$1,000+ Elizabeth A. Homan Kimberly L Thibault 
Michael J. Casner Deborah R. Huerta Andrew Q Tonelli 
Additional Gifts Brenda Y Hwang Courtney E. Torres 
Kathlyn Abbott Emily H Iversen Loretta A. Tracy 
Kamal D. Al·Salih1 Eric L Jarrett Heather L Turner 
"' Tara A. Amin Kelly A. Jauregui John D. VanDeventer 
0 
_.
Amy C. Andreas Kail Jethmalani Lara K. Wagner 
~ 
,z, 
John A. Atchley HelenH Ji Taylor S. Webb 0 _. 
Dean S. Atyia Jeremy C. Keeney Roben L White ui 
Nika Bacic Peter E. Keros Erin E. Wilk 
Steven Barnett Benjamin M. Kobren Carlyn S. Williams 
Steven R. Beigelmacher Whitney H. Krogue Jillian S. Wilson Ambrose 
Aaron J. Berman Jyoti Kuvelker Mimi Yang 
Priya L Bhanu Chrisnan Lee Jessica L Zacharski 
Alexandria D Bond Brian A. Levitsky Dayna J. Zolle 
Seth R. Bowers Brian E. le'<Y Jason D. Zolle 
Rachel E. Braver 8isabeth F. Madden 
Jennifer E. Bronson Sarah Manley 
Andfr!N B. Bronstein SteJiien T Mayer ..... 2015····· 
Emily A. Brown Kimberly S. McDonald 
Andrew C. Budz1nsk1 Anne E. McGinnis TOTAL CLASS GMNG: $10.470 
Katelyn A. Cannella Katherine A. Meister Dana A. Angood 
Corwin J. Carr Emily K. Miller Kate W. Aufses 
Ninon C. Casillas Ahmaoo Marguerite L Moeller Katharine A. Barry 
Beniamin L Cavataro Dan Moench Brendan P. Brown 
Jonathan B. Chambers Seth A. Mohney Michael J. Brown 
Katelyn N Cherney Nicholas J. Monterosso Jake P. Burne 
Ben1am1n J. Clark Matthew W Muma Dayna M. Ch1kamoto 
Max Clarke Chelsea N Mutual Mia Ann Cromarty 
Eo1n P Connolly Brrttany A. Nash Rebecca C Eisenbrey 
Judy E. Conway Colleen E. Nicholson Matthew 0. Evans 
Cali Cope-Kasten Brett M Novick Zachary H. Fichtenbaum 
SarahM CM Joseph K. O'Connor Max A. Greenwald 
EmmaLCox Kelly F O'Donnell Andrr!N R Guy 
lee R Crain Samantha L Palladino David Hamstra 
Andrew J. Dalack Emily S. Parsons Andrew J. Junker 
Benjamin S. Davis Elena M Peifer Erika G. Kaneko 
Polina Dem1na Veronica A. Perera Claire E. Kelly 
Andrew J. Dixon Jacob J. Perkowski Christoiiier S. Kendig 
Rebecca A. Edwalds Christopher M. Popecki Nicole Kornblum 
Michael H. El·Zein Lane C. Powell Avi Kupfer 
Leah M. Engle Ezekiel K. Rediker Stephen W. Mcinerney 
James G. Fields Lauren A. Reid Kathleen C. MtNeil 
Betsy L Fisher Ashley E. Richardson Bibeane I. Metsch-Garcia 
Colleen P. Fitzharris Katharine A. Roller Kyta L Moore 
Nathaniel L Freeland Joshua J. Ronnebaum Sindhoon Nackeeran 
Courtney W. Freeman Misha E. Ross Liam D. O'Sullivan 
Jordan R. Friedland Jillian J. Rothman Kevin J. Petersen 
Ben1amin I. Friedman Megan Sanders-Drazen Ken Powell 
David T. Fnsof Meredith I. Santana William Roth 
Sarah L. Futemick Michelle A. Sargent Andrew C. Sand 
Joseph T Gallagher Ariel W. Schepers Stephen A. Scheele 
Jeremy S Garson Michael J. Schmale Nathan R. Schuur 
Ezra D. Geggel Gina 0. Schulz Michael H. Sinanian 
Emily D. Gilman Rachel J Shapiro Jennifer W. Stone 
Emily R. Goebel Anne E. Shaughnessy David J. Stute 
Rachel A. Goldberg Benjamin A. Shoemaker Danielle A Vera 
SteiXianie M Goldfarb Justin P Silver Kei G. Wakabayashi 
.............................................. ················································· 





The following members of the Michigan Law community, who are not alumni, 
made gifts to the Law School between July 1, 2014, and June 30, 2015. 
Mary Ellen Adams Erin B. Collins• Julia Hansen 
Alex J. Aggen• John J. Conway Mallory A. Harris 
Marjorie B. Aigler Edward H. Cooper Ryusuke Hatakeyama • 
John W. Alden Thomas Cottier Suzanne & Jack Haynes 
Elizabeth Y. Allvin Nona B. Cox Ellen Heffernan 
Steven J. Alizio• Eric A. Cox« Kya M. Henley• 
Roger K. Allen M. Cathy Crotteau Corey J. Henry 
Alicia Alvarez Nancy Dalrymple Marcia & Rolf Hess 
Naheed Amdani Alicia J. Davis Adam G. Hester• 
Karen L Amendola Ken DelGiudice Gregory P. Holman 
Robert C. Ashpole Angelina R. Delmastro-Smith• Janet Howard 
Arthur & Robin Aufses Anna G. Dimon• Nicholas C. Howson 
Todd M. Baily Douglas A. Drenzek Monica M. Hubbard 
John R. Balch' Dang V. Duong• Mayumi Inaba• 
Edward Becker Linda A. Dyze William Ireland 
Caroline Bell• Virginia L Ederer Shari & George Isaac 
Jaime and Michael Ben Kathryn G. Ekker Jerold H. Israel 
Erica C. Berman• Judith C. Elliott Judith & Stanley Jacobs 
Amy B. Bernstein Emma Ellman-Golan• Julie & Seth Jacobs 
Leigh B. Bienen Marie-Pierre & Michael Ellmann Reshma Jagsi & John Pottow 
E. Stevens Binder Avi Emanuel" Jeff Jay 
Elizabeth S. Bishop Dorothy F. Engler Xia Jiang• 
Steve Blank Mark Eriksson Katherine Joh• 
Elizabeth C. Blenman Patty & Timothy Falls K.l Johnson 
Shirley Bloomfield Rita G. Folbe Sarah Johnston 
Cindy & David Boger Susan H. Foley Charles W. Joiner 
Jennifer M. Boueri Geof Follansbee Jean-Louis Joris 
Jacques H. Bourgeois Hannah Friedman• James P. Joseph• 
Peter S. Bowen Richard D. Friedman Thomas Kadri• 
Adrienne D. Boyd• Barbara Fuldner Douglas A. Kahn 
Dolores M. Bradway Paul F. Gamble Yale Kamisar 
Joan S. Braun Glenn A. Garber Paige Kaneb 
Nancy Breighner Ryan L Garber• Suzanne S. Kanzleiter 
Sarah C. Brenner• Sandra K. Gingold Robin A. Kaplan 
Bobbe & Jonathan Bridge Janice M. Glander Patricia R. Karnjate 
Christopher Bruno• Barbara B. Glass carol & Saul Kassin 
Cheryl Buckler & James Buhr Barbara S. Godfrey Shirley R. Katcher 
Hazel R. Caldwell• Stacy L Goldberg Ann M. Kemp• 
Gladys R. Callison Beatrice H. Goldstone Angela & Charles Kennedy 
Bridget M. Carr• Anna Gordan Anita M. Kennedy 
Joan Carter Ring Brenda J. Gordon Karen L Kennedy 
Joseph C. Celentino• Dean J. Gould Philip J. Kessler 
Erin Chapman•< Ruth & Tom Green Shehnaz Khan 
Alina Charniauskaya• Jeffrey A. Greenbaum Myra M. Klarman 
Elizabeth A. Chen Larry Gross Erica M. Knievel 
Kelsey Chin John W. Guendelsberg Zieva & Marc Konvisser 
Debra Chopp & Gil Seinfeld Marilyn F. Gushee• Pranav G. Kothari 
Anthony Churcilill' Peggy & Sam Gutterman Marvin Krislov 
Paul Ciolino Alexandra M. Haddad Laura & D. Mark Krueger 
Frederick G. Cloppert Daniel Halberstam & Ellen Katz Benedicta & Hans Kruger 
Constance L Coady' Sheila & Steve Hamp Anne J. Krupman 
Antoinette Cohen Alisa K. Hand• Sherice Krzywonos 
34 'DECEASED II «CURRENT STUDENT 
Mark D. Kulikowski 
Jeanne & Donald Kunz 
Cera E. Kusisto• 
Ellen & James Labes 
Barbara G. Ladewski 
Sarah Lampert 
Marian M. Langley 
Joan Larsen & Adam Pritchard 
Sally Larsen 
Douglas Laycock & Teresa Sullivan 
Ashley P. Lesser 
Charles Levin 
Mary W. Levin• 
Robert E. Lewis• 
Susan S. l'Heureux 
Lilliana Lin• 
Matthew Lind• 
Donna P. Lipson 
Beiming Liu• 
Min & Paul Liu 





Nicholas A. Marcus« 
Thomas Martecchini« 
Susan McBumey 
Mary & limothy Mccaughey 
Beatrice K. McDowell' 
Katherine McGuigan• 
Lila & Donald McMechan 
Michael E. Metz• 
Sherry Mitteldorf 
Klinton Miyao 
Sophia W. Moeller 
Paulette W. Muir 
Taylor Muller• 
Jo Ann & Stuart Nathan 
Isabel H. Nauman• 
Andrew Nelson 
Jennifer Nelson • 
Carol & Kenneth Nicholson 
Elizabeth A. Norpell 
Alan E. Norris 
Barbara M. O'Brien 
Junko Ogushi• 
Ryan T. O'Hollaren• 
Katherine M. O'Koniewski• 
Kazuki Okubo• 
Yuka Okuzavva• 
'DECEASED II " CURRENT STUDENT 
Lyn Papanikolas 
William Parks 
Pam W. Parrish 
Robert Peterson 
Carolyn Pierre-Todd 
David J. Pisano• 
Katherine S. Platt• 
Alexandra B. Plutshack• 
Maurice J. Passley 
Alice B. Potter• 
Sarah & James Prescott 




Patrick L Rawsthome• 
Jason T. Raylesberg• 
Julia Reardon 
Avis & Jack Redwine 
John W. Reed 
Laura Reeder Ciccantell & Paul Ciccantell 
Donald H. Regan 
Paul D. Reingold 
Yekaterina L Reyzis• 
Megan B. Richardson• 
Moragan & Cedric Richner 
Nicholas J. Rine 
Elizabeth Rios-Jones 
Lorelei Rockwell & Wayne Kennedy 
Kellyl Roan 
David A. Rood• 
Leah K. Rosenblum 
Amy Rudnick & Michael Zeldin 
Francesta Rufln• 
Patricia & Cha~es Rutherford 




Daly & David Schreck 
Sandra & Alan Schwartz 
Gerald Schvvartz 
Randee C. Seiger 
Sandra J. Shaw 
Rick Sheinfield 
Margaret G. Shuman 
Julie T. Siegel• 
Rudy Simons 
Tammy Sindlinger 
Patricia M. Skelly 
Shi~ey & Albert Small 
Martha A. Sorensen 
Cheryl A. Spanos 
Carolyn R. Spencer 
Cornen L Spencer 
/lmy & Scott Spooner 
Shannon Straw 
Phyllis Strong 
Robert J. Taylor 
Trevor S. Taylor 
Ileane & Bruce Thal 
A. Kevin Thieme 
Keith M. Thomas• 
Kimberly Thomas & Jonathan Sacks 
Bonnie M. Thomson 
Sebrina D. Tingley & Dennis McQueen 
Martin C. Topol• 
Corinne C. Townsend 
Matthew K. Trawick • 
John M. Traylor" 
Tomohiro Tsuchiya 
Marcy Tucker 
Brittany L. Turner• 
Joseph Vining 
Jessica L Wall• 
Joann D. Warren 
Susan Wartell 
Lindy L. Weaver 
Nancy A. Weightman 
Peter M. Weipert 
Gertrude & Arthur Weiss 
Harry W. Wellford 
Doona K. Wetzel 
James B. White 
Louise & Richard Wiesner 
Kathie E. Wilder 
Beverley & Stanley Willson 
Janet P. Wilson 
Louise J. Wirbel 
Iris Wolstein 
Yue Wu• 




The following law firms, corporations, foundations, and nonprofit organizations 






American Electric Power 
American Society for Legal History 
Amgen 
AOL Time Warner 
Arnold & Porter 
AT&T 
Auto-Owners Insurance 
Baker & Hostetler 
Bank of America 
Bank of the West 
Baxter International 
Berdon, Young & Margolis 
BlackRock 
Boeing 
Capital Group Companies 
Cargill 
Carls Foundation 
Casey Family Programs 
Chicago Community Foundation 
Central Children's Charities 
Chapman and Cutler 
City Securities Corporation 
Clark Hill 






Consumers Energy Company 
Cooley 
Corwin D. Denney Foundation 
Covidien 
Covington & Burling 
Davis Polk & Wardwell 
DawdaMann 
Debevolse & Plimpton 
Deloitte 
Dewitt C. Holbrook Memorial Fund 
Discover Financial Services 
Dorsey & Whitney 
Dow Chemical Company 
Dow Coming Corporation 






Edward M. Nagel Foundation 
Eli Lilly and Company 
Ernst& Young 
Ethel and James Flinn Foundation 
ExxonMobil 
Faegre Baker Daniels 
Foley & Lardner 
Foster, Swih, Collins & Smith 
Frank & Denise Quattrone Foundation 
Freddie Mac Foundation 
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson 
General Electric 
George H. Deuble Foundation 





Heart of Illinois United Way 
Henry E. Niles Foundation 
Herbst Foundation 










Jenner & Block 
John Paul Stevens Fellowship Foundation 
Joh11Son & Johnson 
Jones Day 
JPMorgan Chase 
June & Cecil McDole Charitable Fund 
K & L Gates 
Kirkland & Ellis 
KPMG 
Kramer Levin Nahalis & Frankel 
Larkin Hoffman Daly & Lindgren 
Latham & Watkins 
Lennox International 
Lubrizol 





Michigan Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons 
Michigan State Bar 
Microsoft 
Milbank, Tweed. Hadley & McCloy 
Miller Canfield 
Moody's 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius 
Morrison & Foerster 
MotivAction 




Northwestern Mutual Life 
Occidental Petroleum Corporation 
Olsman. Mueller. Wallace & MacKenzie 
Owens-Illinois 
Parker Hannifin 
Paul. Weiss. Rifkind. Wharton & Garrison 
PepsiCo 




Principal Financial Group 
Principal Mutual Life Insurance 
Procter & Gamble 
Raytheon 
R.B. & Ruth H. Dunn Charitable 
Foundation 
Russell Sage Foundation 
Ruth Lilly Philanthropic Foundation 
S.I<. Yee Foundation 
SC Johnson 
Sempra Energy Foundation 
Shook, Hardy & Bacon 
Sidley Austin 
Simpson Thacher & Bartlen 
Skadden. Arps. Slate. Meagher & Flom 
Snell & Wilmer 
Squire Patton Boggs 
State Bar of Michigan 
State Street Foundation 
Steelcase 
SunTrust 
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan 
Takeda 
TCFBank 
Thomson Reuters My Community Program 
lime Warner Foundation 
University of Utah 
Varnum 
Verizon 
Vinson & Elkins 
Vital Projects Fund 
W.K Kellogg Foundation 




Winston & Strawn 






Oear Friend of Michigan Law, 
Many things make Michigan one of the world's great law schools, including talented students. brilliant faculty, and 
unparalleled learning opportunities. Another important element of our greatness is the strength of our alumni community. 
The Annual Report of Giving celebrates the collective strength of our alumni in support of all that makes our Law School 
exceptional. I am grateful to count you among our supporters this past year. 
We have reached the halfway point of the Victors for Michigan campaign-definitely a cause for celebration. With your help, 
we have created new scholarship funds, guaranteed summer funding for our 1 Ls. strengthened our Debt Management 
Program. endowed new professorships, renovated the Lawyers Club, launched new clinics. and more. Yet work remains to be 
done. Reaching our $200 million campaign goal is important because it will help us to keep Michigan Law accessible to the 
best of the best students. and to give them an educational experience that will prepare them to be exemplary lawyers. It will 
require a true show of strength from our alumni and friends to get us to our goal. and your commitment to making a gift each 
year to the Law School Fund is an important step. 
Everything that makes Michigan Law great would not be possible without the generosity that you and the others whose 
names you've just read have demonstrated over the past year. We recruit the best students because they are drawn to the 
quality of our faculty, the breadth of our curriculum, the vibrancy of our community, the innovative nature of our experiential 
learning opportunities. and our ability to offer financial assistance both during and after their time in the Quad. All of those 
elements are supported by the Law School Fund and annual gifts like yours. 
The Annual Report of Giving gets at the heart of why Michigan Law is so special-it illustrates that our Law School is a 
lifelong association, and that a profound desire to give back to the Law School permeates graduates of all ages, locations. 
and career paths. Whether you are well-established in your career or just starting out, you all have a part to play in helping 
Michigan Law achieve its ambitious goals in the Victors for Michigan campaign. And every gift really, truly matters. 
Thank you for investing in the ongoing strength of Michigan Law. 
Sincerely, 
Mark 0. West 
Dean 
Nippon Life Professor of Law 
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